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Abstract

Single sample per person face recognition (SSPP FR), i.e., recognizing a person with

a single face image in the biometric enrolment database only for training, has lots of

attractive real-world applications such as criminal identification, law enforcement,

access control, video surveillance, just to name a few.

This thesis studies two important problems in SSPP FR, i.e., 1) SSPP FR with a

standard biometric enrolment database (SSPP-se FR), and 2) SSPP FR with a con-

taminated biometric enrolment database (SSPP-ce FR). The SSPP-ce FR is more

challenging than SSPP-se FR since the enrolment samples are collected under more

complex environments and can be contaminated by nuisance variations. In this the-

sis, we propose one patch-based method called robust heterogeneous discriminative

analysis (RHDA) to tackle SSPP-se FR, and propose two generic learning method-

s called synergistic generic learning (SGL) and iterative dynamic generic learning

(IDGL), respectively, to tackle SSPP-ce FR.

RHDA is proposed to address the limitations in the existing patch-based meth-

ods, and to enhance the robustness against complex facial variations for SSPP-se

FR from two aspects. First, for feature extraction, a new graph-based Fisher-like

criterion is presented to extract the hidden discriminant information across two

heterogeneous adjacency graphs, and meanwhile improve the discriminative ability

of patch distribution in underlying subspaces. Second, a joint majority voting s-

trategy is developed by considering both the patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold

distances, which can generate complementary information as well as increase error

tolerance for identification.
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SGL is proposed to address the SSPP-ce FR problem. Different from the existing

generic learning methods simply based on prototype plus variation (P+V) model,

SGL presents a new “learned P + learned V” framework that enables the prototype

learning and variation dictionary learning to work collaboratively to identify new

probe samples. Specifically, SGL learns prototypes for contaminated enrolment

samples by preserving the more discriminative parts while learns variation dictionary

by extracting the less discriminative intra-personal variants from an auxiliary generic

set, on account of a linear Fisher information-based feature regrouping (FIFR).

IDGL is proposed to address the limitations in SGL and thus better handling the

SSPP-ce FR problem. IDGL is also based on the “learned P + learned V” frame-

work. However, rather than using the linear FIFR to recover prototypes for con-

taminated enrolment samples, IDGL constructs a dynamic label-feedback network

to update prototypes iteratively, where both linear and non-linear variations can

be well removed. Besides, the supplementary information in probe set is effectively

employed to enhance the correctness of the prototypes to represent the enrolment

persons. Furthermore, IDGL proposes a new “sample-specific” corruption strategy

to learn a representative variation dictionary.

Comprehensive validations and evaluations are conducted on various benchmark

face datasets. The computational complexities of the proposed methods are analyzed

and empirical studies on parameter sensitivities are provided. Experimental results

demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed methods for both SSPP-se

FR and SSPP-ce FR.

Keywords: Face recognition, single sample per person, Fisher-like criterion, con-

taminated enrolment database, prototype plus variation model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Face recognition (FR) has been receiving considerable attentions in both computer

vision and pattern recognition because of its potential applications in surveillance

security [5, 68], access control [58, 15], visual tracking [13, 90], just to name a few. In

spite of great achievements in the past decades, FR is still becoming a challenging

task due to many types of facial variations in a probe face, e.g., illuminations,

shadows, poses, expressions, disguises, occlusions, and misalignments [87].

In many practical FR systems, e.g., law enforcement, criminal identification, and

airport surveillance, there is usually only one single sample per person (SSPP) in

the biometric enrolment database (i.e., gallery set) when considering their limited

storage and privacy policy. Such a challenging problem is called SSPP FR in the

literature [56]. In SSPP FR, the within-class information is not available to be

leveraged to predict the unknown facial variations in probe samples. Therefore, a

flurry of conventional Fisher-based subspace learning methods [3, 7, 25, 91, 41], e.g.,

linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [3], cannot be directly applied. Moreover, many

existing sparse representation and dictionary learning methods [69, 80, 32, 51, 89],

e.g., sparse representation-based classification (SRC) [69], will also suffer from heavy

performance decline, because these methods still require multiple sample per person

(MSPP) to reasonably represent probe samples.

1



1.2 Research Problems

This thesis focuses on two important problems in SSPP FR, i.e., SSPP FR with

a standard biometric enrolment database (SSPP-se FR) and SSPP FR with a

contaminated biometric enrolment database (SSPP-ce FR). The former SSPP-se FR

is the classical SSPP FR problem studied in the literature [56, 36, 34, 85, 10, 78, 11],

which assumes that each enrolment sample is constrained to be a standard unoc-

cluded face with neutral expression and under uniform lighting (like an ID photo).

However, in some real-world scenarios, these enrolment samples can be collected

under more complex environments such as less constrained or unconstrained en-

vironments. For example, for criminal identification, the suspects can be illegal

immigrants, smugglers, or the persons without residence registration. In such cas-

es, the enrolment samples (i.e., reference photos) of suspects are hardly acquired

through standard shooting in the police, but may be provided by witnesses with

unaligned mobile photos or intercepted from blurred surveillance videos. Therefore,

various nuisance facial variations, e.g., expressions, illuminations, shadows, poses,

and disguises (e.g., wearing sunglasses, hat and scarf) could exist in these enrolment

samples, thus increasing much more difficulty for SSPP FR. Motivated by this, a

new SSPP-ce FR problem has been raised and further studied in this thesis. The

SSPP-ce FR can be considered as a derivational problem of the classical SSPP-se

FR under a more realistic assumption. It is more challenging than SSPP-se FR since

some enrolment samples are corrupted, thus making the existing SSPP FR methods

unsuitable for this problem. We will discuss it in depth in Chapter 4.

1.3 Major Contributions

To address the aforementioned two problems in SSPP FR, i.e., SSPP-se FR and

SSPP-ce FR, three works have been proposed in this thesis as follows:

1. Robust Heterogeneous Discriminative Analysis (RHDA): In Chapter

3, we propose a patch-based method called RHDA to address the SSPP-se FR
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problem. Compared with the existing patch-based methods, RHDA enhances

the robustness against complex facial variations from two aspects. First, a new

graph-based Fisher-like criterion is presented, which incorporates two manifold

embeddings, to learn heterogeneous discriminative representations of image

patches. Specifically, for each patch, the Fisher-like criterion is able to preserve

the reconstruction relationships of neighboring patches from the same person,

while suppressing the similarities of neighboring patches from different persons.

Second, a joint majority voting strategy is developed to combine the patch-

to-patch and patch-to-manifold distance metrics for identification.

2. Synergistic Generic Learning (SGL): In Chapter 4, we propose a generic

learning method called SGL for SSPP-ce FR. To the best of our knowledge,

this work is the first attempt to study the new and practical SSPP-ce FR

problem in the literature. In SGL, a new “learned P + learned V” framework is

developed to identify new probe samples. Specifically, SGL learns prototypes

for contaminated enrolment samples by preserving the more discriminative

parts while learns variation dictionary by extracting the less discriminative

intra-personal variants from an auxiliary generic set, on account of a linear

Fisher information-based feature regrouping (FIFR).

3. Iterative Dynamic Generic Learning (IDGL): Although SGL achieves

promising performance for SSPP-ce FR, there still exist two issues: First, in

prototype learning process, the linear-based FIFR is unable to remove non-

linear facial variations in contaminated enrolment samples; second, if some

crucial regions (e.g., eyes) in enrolment samples are corrupted, the learned

prototypes using the generic set may not represent the enrolment persons cor-

rectly because the individual information of these persons are not included

in the generic set. In Chapter 5, to address the above two issues, we fur-

ther propose the IDGL method for SSPP-ce FR, where the labeled enrolment

database and unlabeled probe set are fed into a dynamic label-feedback net-

work for learning. In the network, a semi-supervised low-rank representation
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(SSLRR) framework is proposed to update prototypes iteratively to decrease

both linear and non-linear facial variations. Moreover, by using the supple-

mentary information in the probe set, the correctness of the learned prototypes

can be further enhanced.

The technical contents of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have been appeared in the reputed

conferences/journals. Please refer to the List of Publications.

1.4 Organizations

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the basic notations throughout the thesis, and briefly describes

seven popular benchmark face datasets evaluated in the experiments.

Chapter 3 introduces the proposed RHDA algorithm. We first review the existing

patch-based methods that address the SSPP-se FR problem, and summarize the

major limitations. Then, we show how these limitations can be addressed by RH-

DA, and present the implementation details of the RHDA algorithm. We perform

experiments on benchmark face datasets to evaluate the performance of RHDA for

SSPP-se FR, and compare it with that of the state-of-the-art patch-based methods.

Furthermore, the discussions of some other possible pattern recognition applications

of RHDA are presented.

Chapter 4 presents the proposed SGL algorithm. In this chapter, we first introduce

the new SSPP-ce FR problem and show the reasons why the existing patch-based

and generic learning methods are not suitable for this challenging problem. Then,

we detail the proposed SGL algorithm, and explain the working mechanism of the

“learned P + learned V” framework in SGL that tackles the SSPP-ce FR problem.

Experiments on face recognition are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of

SGL for SSPP-ce FR.

Chapter 5 introduces the proposed IDGL algorithm. The limitations of SGL when

handling the SSPP-ce FR problem are first pointed out. Then, the basic idea of
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IDGL that addresses the limitations in SGL are provided, followed by the detailed

descriptions of the proposed algorithm. Moreover, the connections between IDGL

and SGL are discussed in depth. We provide experimental results on various bench-

mark face datasets to verify the superiority of IDGL, with significant improvements

over SGL and other state-of-the-art counterparts.

Chapter 6 gives conclusions of this thesis by summarizing the main contributions

and discusses promising directions for future research work.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Basic Notations

In this chapter, we introduce some common notations and definitions throughout

the thesis. Other specific notations or definitions are presented in each chapter

accordingly.

In this thesis, matrices and vectors are represented with capital bold and low-

ercase bold symbols, respectively. For a matrix, e.g., M, M(i, j) (or Mi,j), M(i, :),

and M(:, j) denote its (i, j)th entry, ith row, and jth column, respectively. The

horizontal (vertical) concatenation of a collection of matrices along row (column)

is denoted by [M1,M2, . . . ,Mk] ([M1; M2; . . . ; Mk]). The block-diagonal matrix

composed of a collection of matrices M1,M2, . . . ,Mk is defined as

diag(M1,M2, . . . ,Mk) =


M1 0 0 0

0 M2 0 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 Mk


(2.1.1)

||M||1, ||M||2, ||M||F , and ||M||∗ indicate the l1-norm, l2-norm, Frobenius norm,

and nuclear norm (the sum of singular values) of M, respectively. The l2,0 and l2,1

norms of M are defined by ‖|M||2,0 = #{j : ||M(:, j)||2 6= 0} and ||M||2,1 = Σj||M(:
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, j)||2, respectively. M′, M−1, and Tr(M) denote the transpose, the inverse, and the

trace of M, respectively. The Euclidean inner product between two matrices M1

and M2 is denoted by < M1,M2 >= Tr(M′
1M2). I represents the identity matrix

and 1d ∈ <d×1 denotes the unit column vector with d-dimension.

2.2 Dataset Description

In this thesis, seven benchmark face datasets including AR, Extended YaleB (E-

YaleB), Multi-PIE, FERET, CAS-PEAL, face recognition grand challenge version

2.0 (FRGC v2.0) and labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) datasets are used for evalu-

ation. Some brief descriptions of the above seven datasets are as follows.

The AR dataset [39] consists of over 4000 frontal face images of 126 persons

from two sessions (i.e., Session-I and Session-II), and each session has 13 face images

per person. The faces in AR contain various variations such as facial expressions,

illumination changes, and facial disguises (i.e., sunglasses and scarf).

The E-YaleB dataset [22] consists of 2414 images of 38 persons under various

illumination conditions, which can be divided into five subsets (i.e., 7, 12, 12, 14 and

19 images per person). Subset 1 is under normal illumination condition (lighting

angle: 0◦-12◦), Subsets 2-3 describe slight-to-moderate luminance variations (light-

ing angle: 13◦-25◦ and 26◦-50◦), and Subsets 4-5 characterize severe illumination

variations (lighting angle: 51◦-77◦ and >77◦).

The Multi-PIE dataset [24] consists of 337 persons with each containing face

images with 6 different expressions (i.e., neutral, smile, surprise, squint, disgust and

scream) across 4 sessions, 15 poses, and 20 illuminations.

The FERET dataset [48] is sponsored by the US Department of Defense through

the DARPA Program, and consists of 14126 images from 1199 persons, who are

diverse across ethnicity, gender, and age. The FERET dataset has become the

de-facto standard for evaluating face recognition technologies.

The CAS-PEAL [20] dataset contains 99594 images of 1040 persons (595 males

and 445 females). It includes one normal set and and nine probe sets correspond to
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Fig. 2.1: Illustration of some samples from seven benchmark face datasets: (a)

AR, (b) E-YaleB, (c) Multi-PIE, (d) FERET, (e) CAS-PEAL, (f) FRGC v2.0, and (g)

LFW.

variations in expression (PE), accessory (PA), lighting (PL), time (PT), background

(PB), distance of frontal faces (PS), and poses (PU, PM and PD), respectively. CAS-

PEAL is probably the largest public dataset with occluded face images available.

The FRGC v2.0 dataset [47] is a large-scale face database established under

uncontrolled indoor and outdoor settings. There are 4007 face images from 465

persons, captured during Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 by a Minolta Vivid 900/910

series scanner. The face images are taken with different facial variations of neutral

expression, smiling (happiness), frowning, astonishing (surprise), and puffy cheeks.

The LFW dataset [27] contains faces detected by the Viola-Jones face detector

on photographs from the internet. LFW consists of over 13000 face images of 5749

persons collected in unconstrained environments with large variations in expressions,

poses, illuminations, backgrounds, etc.

Some samples of face images on AR, E-YaleB, FERET, Multi-PIE, CAS-PEAL,

FRGC v2.0 and LFW datasets are illustrated in Fig. 2.1
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Chapter 3

Robust Heterogeneous

Discriminative Analysis (RHDA)

for SSPP-se FR

3.1 Introduction

Although the existing patch-based methods have achieved promising performance in

SSPP-se FR, they still have limitations in feature extraction and identification stages

when handling complex facial variations. To enhance the robustness against complex

variations in SSPP-se FR, this chapter presents the RHDA method. In RHDA, a

new graph-based Fisher-criterion is designed to extract discriminant information of

patches for feature extraction. Moreover, a fusion strategy called joint majority

voting is developed to combine both patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold distance

metrics for identification.

3.1.1 Background and Related Work

Single sample per person face recognition (SSPP FR) with a standard biometric

enrolment database, i.e., SSPP-se FR, is the classical SSPP FR problem studied in

the literature, and is still a challenging problem due to the unavailability of intra-
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class information.

To address the SSPP-se FR problem, some attempts have been made recent-

ly to partition each single training sample in biometric enrolment database (i.e.,

gallery set) into multiple patches, and perform discriminative learning and feature

extraction based on these local patches. This type of methods is called patch-based

methods, in which each partitioned patch of a face image is treated as independent

sample for processing. For example, Chen et al. [9] adopted linear discriminant anal-

ysis (LDA) to extract discriminative features of each patch. Zhu et al. [93] extended

the collaborative representation based classification (CRC) [83] to its patch-based

counterpart, i.e., PCRC, by integrating the CRC outputs of all partitioned patches.

Lu et al. [36] proposed a discriminative multi-manifold analysis (DMMA) method

provided that patches of each person lie in an individual manifold, thus converting

FR to a manifold-to-manifold matching problem. Based on it, Yan et al. [73] pro-

posed a multi-feature multi-manifold learning (M3L) method by combining multiple

local features of partitioned patches for recognition. Zhang et al. [85] extended D-

MMA and proposed a sparse discriminative multi-manifold embedding (SDMME)

method by using sparse graph embedding to improve the discriminative abilities of

patches in the manifold.

3.1.2 Challenges

Despite inspiring performance achieved by the existing patch-based methods for

SSPP-se FR, these methods still suffer from two major drawbacks:

(i) For feature extraction, the graph-based Fisher criteria applied in the state-

of-the-art patch-based methods, i.e., DMMA and SDMME, cannot generate

representations (i.e., features) that are discriminative enough. Note that LE-

graph [4] and l1-graph [74] are two prevalent graphs that characterize the sim-

ilarity relationships and reconstruction relationships for image data, respec-

tively. Then, for the above two patch-based methods,

• DMMA preserves LE-graph for the within-class patches, meanwhile de-
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stroying LE-graph for the between-class patches (see Criterion I in Fig.

3.1). In doing so, the neighboring within-class patches will be pulled

close to each other while the neighboring between-class patches will be

kept far apart in the learned subspace. Nevertheless, in this criterion, the

crucial reconstruction structure of the within-class patches is neglected,

which may cause the recovered subspace structure to be skewed from the

intrinsic subspace structure.

• SDMME preserves l1-graph for the within-class patches, meanwhile de-

stroying l1-graph for the between-class patches (see Criterion II in Fig.

3.1). In this criterion, although the reconstruction structure and the sim-

ilarity relationships of the within-class patches both can be reserved, the

between-class patches may still have chance to stay nearby because de-

stroying the between-class reconstruction relationship is a weaker penal-

ty compared to directly suppressing the similarities of the between-class

patches. Moreover, it would be time-consuming to compute the recon-

struction coefficients of the between-class patches in SDMME, since the

number of between-class patches is much larger than the number of within-

class patches.

(ii) For identification, it is believed that, given a patch from a probe sample, it

should be 1) similar to the patch in the same position, or/and 2) well re-

constructed by its neighboring patches, of the same person in the enrolment

database. However, existing patch-based methods only consider one of the

two observations (i.e., distance metrics), which is inadequate when handling

complex facial variations. For example, PCRC simply leverages the similari-

ties of patches in the same position to identify a probe patch. However, when

there exist pose variations or misalignments in the probe sample, the patches

of the same position between probe and enrolment sample do not match to

each other probably, thus leading the probe patch to be easily misclassified.

Besides, DMMA and SDMME simply compute the reconstruction residual be-
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Fig. 3.1: Comparison of the proposed Fisher-like criterion in RHDA with the

graph-based Fisher criteria in DMMA and SDMME. The points with the same color

indicate patches from the same person.

tween the probe patch and its neighboring patches in the enrolment sample

for identification. However, this reconstruction-based distance metric is quite

sensitive to the facial variations such as severe illuminations and shadows in

probe samples.

3.2 The Proposed Method

To address the above two issues, we propose a new patch-based method called

Robust Heterogeneous Discriminative Analysis (RHDA), for SSPP-se FR.

For the first issue, based on the purposes of the reconstruction-based l1-graph

and the similarity-based LE-graph, we propose a new graph-based Fisher-like cri-

terion in RHDA model to conduct discriminant analysis across both l1-graph and

LE-graph. The former preserves the sparse reconstruction relationship of the neigh-

boring patches from the same person, and the latter suppresses the similarities of

the neighboring patches from the different persons (see Fisher-like criterion in Fig.
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Fig. 3.2: The flowchart of the proposed RHDA method. The left blue arrows

and the right red arrows represent the flows of the DSME associated with

patch-to-patch distance metric and DMME associated with patch-to-manifold

distance metric in RHDA, respectively.

3.1), so as to improve the discriminant ability of the patch distributions in the

learned subspace compared with that of DMMA and SDMME. To the best of our

knowledge, the Fisher-like criterion is the first attempt to consider the cooperation

of heterogeneous graphs to characterize the discriminant structure of image data.

We will demonstrate the superiority of the Fisher-like criterion in Subsection 3.2.1.

For the second issue, we present two different discriminative manifold embed-

dings, namely discriminative single-manifold embedding (DSME) and discrimina-

tive multi-manifold embedding (DMME). The two embeddings model the whole

partitioned patches over all persons as a single manifold and multiple manifolds,

respectively, and are then incorporated into the Fisher-like criterion to generate

heterogeneous discriminative representations for image patches. Subsequently, we

introduce two distance metrics, i.e., patch-to-patch distance and patch-to-manifold

distance, associated with the single manifold and multiple manifolds, respectively;

and develop a fusion strategy by assigning the heterogeneous representations to the

two distance metrics and combining their recognition outputs via joint majority

voting to identify the unlabeled probe sample. In doing so, the proposed RHDA
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method can greatly enhance the robustness against complex facial variations and

achieve promising recognition performance.

The flowchart of RHDA is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where we can see RHDA is

presented in two steps: heterogeneous feature extraction and face identification. For

heterogeneous feature extraction, we first construct an intrinsic graph and a penal-

ty graph, then propose two discriminative manifold embeddings, i.e., DSME and

DMME, and finally leverage a Fisher-like criterion to generate heterogeneous dis-

criminative subspace representations for image patches. For face identification, we

introduce two distance metrics, i.e., patch-to-patch distance and patch-to-manifold

distance, and develop a fusion strategy to exploit the heterogeneous subspace rep-

resentations and identify each unlabeled probe sample via a joint majority voting.

We detail the process of RHDA thereinafter.

3.2.1 Heterogeneous Feature Extraction

Graph Construction

Suppose X = [x1, · · · ,xN ] ∈ <D×N is an enrolment database with N persons, where

xi is the image of the ith person. We first partition each xi into M non-overlapping

local patches with an equal size d, then concatenate the patches column by column.

For example, we define the patch set of the ith person as Xi = [xi,1,xi,2, · · · ,xi,M ] ∈

<d×M . Subsequently, we leverage l1-graph and LE-graph to construct an intrinsic

graph G and penalty graph G′, respectively. Sw and Sb denote the corresponding

reconstruction weight and affinity weight matrices in G and G′, respectively.

In the intrinsic graph G, we aim to measure the representation ability of patches

from the same person (i.e., class). Hence, we first design a within-class dictionary

for each patch (e.g., xi,j) as follows:

Ai,j = Xi/xi,j = [xi,1, · · · ,xi,j−1,xi,j+1, · · · ,xi,M ]. (3.2.1)

Then, the representation coefficients of the remaining within-class patches for xi,j,
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i.e., αi,j, can be computed as follows:

min
αi,j

||xi,j − Aijαi,j||22 + ||αi,j||1. (3.2.2)

Therefore, the within-class reconstruction weight matrix Wi for the ith person is

defined as follows:

Wi = [Wi,1, · · · ,Wi,j, · · · ,Wi,M ] ∈ <M×M , (3.2.3)

Wp
i,j =


αpi,j 0 < p < j

0 p = j

αp−1i,j j < p < M,

(3.2.4)

where Wi,j ∈ <M is the j-th vector of Wi, and Wp
i,j denotes the pth element

of Wi,j. Hence, Sw for whole patches over all persons can be defined as Sw =

diag(W1, · · · ,Wi, · · · ,WN) ∈ <MN×MN .

In the penalty graph G′, we aim to measure the similarity of patches from dif-

ferent persons. For each xi,j, we let xpi,j represent its pth neighboring patch, and

calculate the affinity weight between xi,j and other patches as

Ŵ
p

i,j =


exp(− ||xi,j−xp

i,j ||
2
2

σ2 ) if xpi,j ∈ Nk1(xi,j)

0 otherwise,

(3.2.5)

where Nk1(xi,j) denote the k1-nearest between-class patches of xi,j. Then, we let

Ŵ ∈ <MN×MN represent the affinity weight matrix for the total MN patches by

assigning the value of each Ŵ
p

i,j into the corresponding position. Hence, Sb in graph

G′ can be directly set as Sb = Ŵ ∈ <MN×MN .

Discriminative Manifold Embeddings

We propose discriminative single-manifold embedding (DSME) and discriminative

multi-manifold embedding (DMME), respectively, as follows.
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DSME: It models the whole patch set over all persons as a single manifold. For

simplicity, we define the whole patch set as: X̂ = [x̂1, · · · , x̂q, · · · , x̂MN ] ∈ <d×MN ,

where x̂q = xi,j, i = d q
M
e, j = q − Mi + M . Then, on the one hand, we aim to

preserve the reconstruction structure of neighboring within-class patches. On the

other hand, we also expect to suppress the similarities of neighboring patches from

different classes. Formally, we can achieve the target by learning a shared projection

basis U ∈ <d×r for all patches and optimizing the following two objective functions

generated in graph G and G′, respectively:

min Φw(U) =
∑
i

‖U′x̂i − ΣjS
w
ijU

′x̂j‖22, (3.2.6)

max Φb(U) =
∑
i,j

‖U′x̂i −U′x̂j‖22Sbij. (3.2.7)

DMME: It models the whole patch set as a collection of multiple manifolds,

and supposes that patches of each person lie in an individual manifold. As a result,

a set of N projection bases V = {V1,V2, · · · ,VN} will be learned for N persons.

Formally, we need to optimize the following two objective functions:

max J1(Vi) =
M∑
j=1

k1∑
p=1

‖V′ixi,j −V′ix
p
i,j‖22Ŵ

p

i,j, (3.2.8)

min J2(Vi) =
M∑
j=1

‖V′ixi,j −V′iXiWi,j‖22, (3.2.9)

where J1 generated from G′ ensures that, if xi,j and xpi,j are close but from different

persons, they should be separated as far as possible after projection. Different

from J1, J2 from G is to preserve the reconstruction relationship of the within-class

neighboring patches after projection.

Feature Extraction via a Fisher-like Criterion

We develop a new Fisher-like criterion to extract discriminative features across the t-

wo heterogeneous adjacency graphs, i.e., l1-graph and LE-graph. Specifically, it aims
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Fig. 3.3: Illustration of the Fisher-like criterion. The points with the same

color indicate the patches from the same person, while the points with different

colors indicate the patches of different persons.

to simultaneously preserve the reconstruction relationship of neighboring within-

class patches in l1-graph, while suppressing neighboring patches of different classes

in LE-graph. We provide the illustration of the Fisher-like criterion in Fig. 3.3.

Then, for DSME, Eq. (3.2.6) and Eq. (3.2.7) are first rewritten in the following

forms:

min Φw(U) = ‖(I− Sw)U′X̂‖2F

= Tr{U′X̂[I− (Sw)′](I− Sw)X̂
′
U}

= Tr(U′X̂MwX̂
′
U),

max Φb(U) =
∑
i,j

Tr{[U′(x̂i − x̂j)(x̂i − x̂j)
′U]Sbij}

= 2Tr[U′X̂(Db − Sb)X̂
′
U]

= 2Tr(U′X̂LbX̂
′
U),

where Mw = (I−Sw)′(I−Sw), Db is a diagonal matrix with Db
ii = ΣjS

b
ij, Lb = Db−Sb

is the Laplacian matrix.
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By incorporating the proposed Fisher-like criterion, the final objective function

for DSME becomes:

max
U

Φb(U)

Φw(U)
=

Tr(U′X̂LbX̂
′
U)

Tr(U′X̂MwX̂
′
U)

, (3.2.10)

Then, the maximization problem in Eq. (3.2.10) can be transformed to the following

generalized eigen-decomposition problem:

X̂LbX̂
′
U = λX̂MwX̂

′
U, (3.2.11)

where {λi}ri=1 denote the r largest positive eigenvalues with λ1 ≥ · · ·λr > 0, and

U are the corresponding eigenvectors. Since the dimension of patches (i.e, d) is

always smaller than the number of total patches (i.e., MN), the matrices X̂LbX̂
′

and X̂MwX̂
′
can be nonsingular and the eigen-problem in Eq. (3.2.11) will be solved

stably. For the extreme case that d > MN , we will adopt the SVD+LGE (Linear

Graph Embedding) approach [6] to stably solve the above eigen-problem.

For DMME, we define the Fisher-like criterion as

max
V

J(V) =
N∑
i=1

(J1(Vi)− J2(Vi)). (3.2.12)

J1(Vi) and J2(Vi) can be simplified as follows:

J1(Vi) =
M∑
j=1

k1∑
p=1

‖V′ixi,j −V′ix
p
i,j‖22Ŵ

p

i,j

= Tr{V′i[
M∑
j=1

k1∑
p=1

(xi,j − xpi,j)(xi,j − xpi,j)
′Ŵ

p

i,j]Vi}

= Tr(V′iH1Vi),

J2(Vi) =
M∑
j=1

‖V′ixi,j −V′iXiWi,j‖22

= Tr[V′i

M∑
j=1

(xi,j −XiWi,j)(xi,j −XiWi,j)
′Vi]

= Tr(V′iH2Vi),
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where

H1 =
M∑
j=1

k1∑
p=1

(xi,j − xpi,j)(xi,j − xpi,j)
′Ŵ

p

i,j, (3.2.13)

H2 =
M∑
j=1

(xi,j −XiWi,j)(xi,j −XiWi,j)
′. (3.2.14)

Note that the N projection bases are independent and thus J(V) can be simply

computed as the sum of N subfunctions J1(Vi)− J2(Vi) of each Vi, which can be

separately solved via the following eigen-decomposition problem:

(H1 −H2)v = λv. (3.2.15)

Let v1,v2, · · · ,vdi be the eigenvectors corresponding to the di largest positive

eigenvalues {λj}dij=1 with λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λdi > 0. Then, the projection basis for the ith

class is indicated as Vi = [v1,v2, · · · ,vdi ], and the subspace representation for each

patch xi,j is represented as V′ixi,j.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates the partitioned image patches from six persons (each image

is partitioned into 64 patches) on FERET dataset in the original manifold, and the

subspaces learnt by DMMA [36], SDMME [85] and our DMME. For the sake of

observation, we utilize the powerful visualization tool, i.e., t-SNE [37], to show the

resulting map as a three-dimensional plot. From Fig. 3.4, it can be observed that:

• First, the patches in the original manifold are rather scattered, and there is a

high overlapping among the manifolds corresponding to different persons.

• Second, the scattering of patches in the subspaces from DMMA and SDMME

are better than those in the original manifold, but there are still a small amount

of overlapping patches among different persons.

• Third, there is a clear separation for the patches of different persons in the

subspace learnt by our DMME, and the separability between different class

clusters are better than those in DMMA and SDMME.
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(a) Original manifold (b) DMMA

(c) SDMME (d) Ours

Fig. 3.4: Visualization of patch distributions in the (a) original manifold, and

subspaces learnt by (b) DMMA, (c) SDMME and (d) our DMME.

The inspiring results empirically verify the rationality of the Fisher-like criterion,

and also demonstrate its superior discriminant ability over the graph-based Fisher

criteria adopted in DMMA and SDMME methods.

3.2.2 Face Identification

In this section, we introduce the patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold distances,

and present a fusion strategy based on the two distance metrics for identification.

Patch-to-patch distance: Given a probe face sample y, we partition it into M

non-overlapping local patches {y1,y2, · · · ,yM}. Subsequently, inspired by PCR-

C [93], we introduce the patch-to-patch distance as the first distance metric, and

utilize regularized least square to identify each probe patch yj. Specifically, we apply
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.5: Extraction strategy of neighboring patches for expanding the local

dictionary D. The red box indicates the position of the patch xij.

the shared projection basis U ∈ <d×r generated by DSME to project yj and each

patch xi,j of the same position in the enrolment database into a common subspace,

and construct a local patch dictionary Dj as:

Dj = [U′x1,j, . . . ,U
′xi,j · · · ,U′xN,j] ∈ <r×N , (3.2.16)

where U′xi,j denotes the subspace representation for the jth patch of the ith person

in the enrolment database.

To further enhance the representation ability of the local dictionary Dj and to

better handle the mismatch (e.g., misalignment or pose variation) between enrolment

and probe samples, we extract the neighboring patches of xi,j at current position

to supplement the local dictionary Dj. Considering the facts that 1) large value of

neighborhood size will introduce lots of irrelevant patches into the enrolment patch

dictionary to degrade the recognition performance, and 2) increase the recognition

time cost, we thus set the value of the neighborhood size to be 1 in the following

experiments. Specifically, the extraction strategy is presented as follows (refer to

Fig. 3.5):

• First, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (a), when xi,j lies in the corner of the image, the

neighboring 3 patches are extracted.

• Second, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (b), when xi,j lies in the edge (not the corner) of

the image, the neighboring 5 patches are extracted.
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• Third, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (c), when xi,j does not lie in the edge of the image,

the neighboring 8 patches are extracted.

Consequently, with such a dictionary expansion, the stability and robustness of the

patch-to-patch distance metric can be improved.

Next, for U′yj, its representation coefficients over Dj are computed by

ρ̂j = arg min
ρj

{‖U′yj −Djρj‖22 + λ‖ρj‖22}, (3.2.17)

where ρ̂j = [ρ̂j,1; ρ̂j,2; · · · ; ρ̂j,N ]. Hence, the identification output of the probe patch

yj is defined as:

Lf (yj) = arg min
k
{‖U′yj −Dj,kρ̂j,k‖22/‖ρ̂j,k‖22}. (3.2.18)

Patch-to-manifold distance: Furthermore, we introduce the patch-to-manifold

distance as the second distance metric, which targets to measure the reconstruction

capability of the reference manifold. As depicted in DMME, the patch set Xi for

the ith person is treated as an individual manifold. Then, the distance between the

probe patch yj and Xi can be computed by

d(yj,Xi) = min ‖V′iyj − Σk2
p=1cpG

p
k2

(V′iyj)‖22, (3.2.19)

where Vi ∈ <d×di is the projection basis generated by DMME, Gp
k2

(V′iyj) denotes

the pth member of k2-nearest neighbors of V′iyj in V′iXi, and cp represents the

reconstruction coefficient corresponding to Gp
k2

(V′iyj). For this distance metric, the

identification output of the probe patch yj is computed by

Ls(yj) = arg min
k

d(yj,Xk). (3.2.20)

Joint majority voting: In the final stage, we aim to identify the unlabeled

probe sample y by exploiting the identification outputs of all the probe patches

{y1,y2, · · · ,yM}. One should note that Lf (yj) and Ls(yj) obtained by two dis-
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Algorithm 1 Joint majority voting

Input: {Lfi (yj)}
T1
i=1, j = 1, · · · ,M ; {Lsi (yj)}

T2
i=1, j = 1, · · · ,M ; zero vectors

votef ,votes ∈ <N

Output: L(y) ∈ <N

1: for j = 1 :M do

2: for i = 1 : T1 do

3: votef (Lfi (yj)) = votef (Lfi (yj)) + 1

4: end for

5: for i = 1 : T2 do

6: votes(Lsi (yj)) = votes(Lsi (yj)) + 1

7: end for

8: end for

9: L(y) = argmaxk(vote
f (k) + votes(k)), k = 1, · · · , N

tance metrics may be different. Therefore, it would be difficult to decide which

output should be adopted. To this end, we thus present a fusion strategy by lever-

aging both the outputs of two distance metrics and determine the final label of the

probe sample via a joint majority voting. Moreover, in the joint majority voting, we

attempt to expand the voting rights from the top-1 predicted label to the top-k pre-

dicted label set for the two distance metrics, as it is believed that the correct label

of the probe patch is more likely to lie within the top-k predicted label candidates.

Specifically, we let {Lfi (yj)}
T1
i=1 and {Lsi (yj)}

T2
i=1 be the top-T1 and top-T2 predict-

ed label set for the probe patch yj from the patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold

distance metrics, respectively, and define votef ,votes ∈ <N as the initial zero vec-

tors. Then, the label of the probe sample y, i.e., L(y) ∈ <N , can be determined

using the joint majority voting presented in Algorithm 1.

In fact, the proposed joint majority voting can be interpreted as a special case

of ensemble learning involving two weak classifiers, i.e., DSME with patch-to-patch

distance and DMME with patch-to-manifold distance. When facing with simplex

facial variations such as expression, slight illumination and disguises, the votes for

the correct label can be further reinforced in this fusion since the two distance

metrics are both robust against these variations. Moreover, when facing with other

challenging facial variations such as misalignment, pose and severe illumination,
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or the combinations of multiple variations, maybe not both of the voting vectors

for patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold distance metrics would be discriminative.

However, the fusion of the two distance metrics can still 1) generate complementary

information, and 2) increase the error tolerance, for identification, which is believed

to achieve more stable and better performance than that using any of single distance

metric.

3.2.3 Computational Complexity Analysis

In this subsection, we briefly analyze the computational complexity of the training

phase in our RHDA model, which involves two heterogeneous discriminative embed-

dings called DSME and DMME, respectively. Let N be the number of samples in

the training set, and each sample image is partitioned into M non-overlapping local

patches with an equal size d. The sparse optimization problem in Eq. (3.2.2) of the

graph construction step is solved via the basis pursuit de-nosing (BPDN)-homotopy

algorithm [14], and the number of iterations is denoted as t. For DSME, the com-

plexities of computing the within-class reconstruction weights and the between-

class affinity weights in graph construction step can be O(td2N + tdMN) [76] and

O(d(MN)2), respectively. Besides, the solving of the eigen-problem in Eq. (3.2.11)

requires O((MN)3) [6]. Let Q = MN , then the time complexity of DSME can be

O(td2N + tdQ+ dQ2 +Q3). For DMME, its major difference with DSME lies in the

representation generation step, which involves N independent eigen-problems in Eq.

(3.2.15) and costs time of O(NM3) in total. Hence, the time complexity of DSME

is O(td2N + tdQ+ dQ2 +QM2).

Overall, since DSME and DMME in our RHDA model can be executed parallelly,

the time complexity of RHDA is O(td2N + tdQ + dQ2 + Q3). Furthermore, the

memory complexity of RHDA is O(Qd+Q2).
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3.3 Experiments

In this section, three experiments in total in the subsequent subsections are per-

formed to show the effectiveness of the proposed RHDA method. Specifically, in

Subsection 3.3.1, we evaluate the performance of RHDA for SSPP-se FR, on AR,

FERET, CAS-PEAL, E-YaleB and Multi-PIE datasets. In Subsection 3.3.2, we e-

valuate the performance of the two discriminative manifold embeddings, i.e., DSME

and DMME, respectively, and verify the effectiveness of the joint majority voting for

face identification. Lastly, in Subsection 3.3.3, we study the parameter sensitivity

of RHDA. All experiments are carried out on a host (CPU: Dual 4-core Intel Xeon

X5570 2.93GHz 8MB L3 Cache, RAM: 32GB).

3.3.1 Performance of RHDA for SSPP-se FR

In this experiment, our purpose is to evaluate the performance of our RHDA for

SSPP-se FR. Subsequently, we perform FR experiments on five popular benchmark

face datasets, including AR, FERET, CAS-PEAL, E-YaleB and Multi-PIE datasets.

Comparing Algorithms: We compare our RHDA with 10 representative holistic

and local methods that are used to address the SSPP FR problem, including P-

CA [57], (PC)2A [70], 2DPCA [77], laplacianfaces [26], representation-based classi-

fiers, i.e., SRC [69] and CRC [83], virtual sample-based method, i.e., SVD LDA [18],

and recent patch-based methods, i.e., DMMA [36] and the state-of-the-art PCR-

C [93] and SDMME [85]. Among the 10 comparing methods, we have implemented

(PC)2A, SVD LDA, DMMA, SDMME and CPL by ourselves, and the codes of other

5 methods are obtained from the original authors.

Parameter Setting: In the SSPP-se FR experiments, the face images are resized

to 48×48 pixels on AR, FERET, CAS-PEAL and E-YaleB and Multi-PIE datasets.

For (PC)2A, the weighting parameter α is set as 0.25. For SVD LDA, the first three

singular values and the corresponding singular vectors are applied to synthesize

virtual samples. For laplacianfaces, the number of nearest neighbors k is selected

as 3 to construct the adjacency graph. For all the patch-based methods such as
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PCRC, DMMA, SDMME and our RHDA, the non-overlapping patch size is set as

8×8 pixels for a fair comparison. In addition, the other values of parameters k1, k2,

k, and σ in DMMA are empirically tuned to be 30, 2, 2, and 100, respectively. For

SDMME, the l1-ls toolbox is used to solve its l1-minimization problem as suggested

in [85], and the balance factor λ is tuned to be 0.001. As to RHDA, the value of

the parameter k1 in Eq. (3.2.8) is empirically set as N (the number of enrolment

persons), k2 in Eq. (3.2.19), λ in Eq. (3.2.17), and σ in Eq. (3.2.5) are fixed

as 2, 0.001, and 1, respectively. The values of the combinations of T1&T2 in joint

majority voting are fixed as T1 = T2 = 1 over five evaluated datsets except two

cases on FERET and E-YaleB datasets, where we will describe their settings in the

following experiments.

Evaluation on AR Dataset

On AR dataset, we choose the first 80 persons from Session-I for evaluation. The

standard face images taken with neutral expression and under uniform illumina-

tion are selected to form the enrolment database, while the rest 12 images of each

person are arranged to form 5 probe sets b-f (i.e., expression, illumination, sun-

glasses+illumination, scarf+illumination and disguises). Furthermore, to make the

experiment more challenging, we design a new probe set g by adding random block

occlusion (i.e., 30% occlusion) into the expression probe set.

Table 3.1 lists the recognition results of all the methods on AR dataset. From

Table 3.1, we can observe that RHDA achieves the best recognition performance

in all cases we have tried (prob sets b-g). Compared with the state-of-the-art

patch-based SDMME and PCRC, RHDA also greatly enhance the performances.

For example, for the variations in expression (probe set b) and disguises&occlusion

(probe sets d-g), RHDA improves the recognition accuracies of PCRC by 10.8%,

16.7%, 16.2%, 6.9%, 15.8%, respectively. Besides, for the variation with simplex

illumination (probe set c), although PCRC has already achieved high accuracy (i.e.,

93.0%), RHDA still outperforms PCRC and obtains 97.0% recognition accuracy. In
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Table 3.1: Recognition accuracy (%) on AR dataset (Best; Second Best).

Probe sets b-g contain the variations of expression, illumination,

sunglasses+illumination, scarf+illumination, disguise, and random block occlusion

(30%), respectively.

Methods Probe set b Probe set c Probe set d Probe set e Probe set f Probe set g
PCA 78.8 62.9 33.3 10.4 38.8 32.1
(PC)2A 79.2 60.0 37.1 10.0 35.0 20.6
2DPCA 83.3 68.3 38.3 12.5 40.0 26.3
Laplacianfaces 77.1 73.8 45.8 15.8 48.1 24.2
SVD LDA 75.5 55.0 38.3 14.6 40.6 33.8
SRC 85.4 77.1 46.7 24.6 53.8 39.6
CRC 82.9 76.7 45.0 27.1 54.4 33.3
DMMA 84.2 56.4 48.8 44.2 74.4 55.8
SDMME 85.4 58.8 50.4 45.4 76.3 55.4
PCRC 86.3 93.0 79.6 79.2 92.5 51.3
RHDA 97.1 97.0 96.3 95.4 99.4 67.1

addition, DMMA and SDMME perform poor under the variations containing illumi-

nation (probe sets c-e), but are relatively robust against the random block occlusion

(prob set g). As to the other comparing methods like laplacianfaces, SVD LDA,

(PC)2A and 2DPCA, they acquire similar recognition results with the baseline PCA

in most cases.

Evaluation on FERET Dataset

This subsection aims to evaluate the robustness of RHDA against the facial varia-

tions of poses, illuminations and expressions on FERET dataset. In this experiment,

we choose the first 80 persons from seven subsets (ba, bj, bk, bd, be, bf and bg) on

FERET dataset for testing. The neutral images of all persons are used to construct

the enrolment database, and the rest 6 images are arranged to form 3 probe sets

b-d (i.e., expression, illumination and poses). In this case, the values of T1&T2 of

RHDA for probe set d are empirically set as T1 = 1, T2 = 10.

Table 3.2 presents the recognition results of all the methods on FERET dataset.

It is clear that RHDA again performs the best in the three cases. For example, com-

pared with the second best method in each case, RHDA improves the recognition

accuracies by 4.8%, 10.0%, and 6.6%, respectively. Furthermore, we are interested

to find that, the performance of PCRC degrades seriously for the variance of pose

(prob set d). It may be because that, the pose variations always result in mismatch
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Table 3.2: Recognition accuracy (%) on FERET dataset (Best; Second Best).

Probe sets b-g contain the variations of expression, illumination and pose,

respectively.

Methods Probe set b Probe set c Probe set d
PCA 72.5 73.8 48.4
(PC)2A 75.6 68.1 44.7
2DPCA 78.1 75.0 51.6
Laplacianfaces 72.5 71.3 22.8
SVD LDA 70.0 63.8 30.0
SRC 75.0 72.5 43.1
CRC 74.4 73.8 41.6
DMMA 81.3 52.5 49.7
SDMME 82.5 52.5 54.7
PCRC 77.5 76.3 21.3
RHDA 87.3 86.3 61.3

of the corresponding patches, and simply considering the patch-to-patch distance

may lead PCRC to make misjudgment when identifying a probe patch. By con-

trast, our RHDA exhibits greater robustness against pose variation as well as other

facial variations compared with PCRC and other comparing methods owing to two

important factors. On the one hand, the Fisher-like criterion in RHDA can extract

highly discriminant information hidden in partitioned patches and meanwhile im-

proves the discriminative ability of patch distribution in underlying subspaces; on

the other hand, RHDA considers both the patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold

distances via joint majority voting, which can generate complementary information

and increase the error tolerance for identification.

Evaluation on CAS-PEAL Dataset

This subsection aims to further evaluate the performance of RHDA under facial oc-

clusions, as CAS-PEAL is considered to be the largest public dataset with occluded

face images available. In this experiment, we select the first 150 persons from the

Normal and the Accessory categories of CAS-PEAL, thus each person has 1 neutral

image, 3 images with different glasses and 3 images with different hats. The neutral

images of all persons are used to construct the enrolment database, while the rest 6

images were formed as 2 probe sets b-c (i.e., glasses and hats).
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Table 3.3: Recognition accuracy (%) on CAS-PEAL dataset (Best; Second Best).

Probe sets b-c contain the variations of glasses and hats, respectively.

Methods Probe set b Probe set c
PCA 70.3 27.1
(PC)2A 70.4 24.2
2DPCA 73.1 27.6
Laplacianfaces 66.4 44.0
SVD LDA 69.8 39.3
SRC 77.1 37.8
CRC 78.2 59.8
DMMA 71.0 38.4
SDMME 70.8 36.0
PCRC 64.9 66.9
RHDA 85.3 85.6

Table 3.3 lists the recognition results of all the methods on CAS-PEAL dataset.

Note that, in CAS-PEAL dataset, except the glasses and hats disguises, there could

also exist some slight misalignments because of the manually cropping (refer to

Fig. 2.1). Moreover, the hats in some face images would bring about illumination

variations or even shadows that hinder recognition. Consequently, the patch-based

methods such as SDMME and DMMA perform poor in both cases. In contrast,

benefiting from the Fisher-like criterion and the joint majority voting strategy, RH-

DA still outperforms the comparing PCRC and SDMME methods, and achieves

promising promising performance in both cases. The inspiring results verify the

effectiveness of RHDA when handling combinations of multiple facial variations.

Evaluation on E-YaleB Dataset

This subsection aims to test the performance of RHDA under different illumination

angles on E-YaleB dataset. In this experiment, we use the first 20 persons on E-

YaleB dataset for evaluation, where the first image of each person in Subset 1 is

chosen as the enrolment sample while the samples in Subsets 2-4 are formed as 3

probe sets b-d. It is worth mentioning that, in probe set d, the values of T1&T2 of

RHDA are set to be T1 = 5, T2 = 1.

Table 3.4 shows the recognition results of different methods on E-YaleB dataset.

We can observe that, as the illumination angle increases, the performance of all the
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Table 3.4: Recognition accuracy (%) on E-YaleB dataset (Best; Second Best).

Probe sets b-d contain the illuminations with angles of 13◦-25◦, 26◦-50◦, and

51◦-77◦, respectively.

Methods Probe set b Probe set c Probe set d
PCA 93.2 62.9 25.4
(PC)2A 53.8 68.1 23.6
2DPCA 61.3 75.0 25.4
Laplacianfaces 64.2 71.3 22.5
SVD LDA 85.0 27.1 14.6
SRC 96.7 56.7 15.0
CRC 95.8 52.5 15.0
DMMA 99.2 41.7 17.1
SDMME 99.2 39.8 15.4
PCRC 100.0 93.3 66.4
RHDA 100.0 99.2 74.3

methods will degrade in different degrees. However, our RHDA still achieves the best

performance in the three cases. Besides, we are interested to find the patch-based

DMMA and SDMME suffer heavy performance decline under large illumination

angle (i.e., prob set d), while the patch-based PCRC could maintain relative good

results in this case. The plausible reason is that, both of DMME and SDMME are

based on the patch-to-manifold distance, which may perform instable under large

global variations such as severe illuminations; while PCRC leverages the patch-to-

patch distance for identification, and this distance metric can be robust against such

challenging variations. Moreover, RHDA improves 4.6%, 39.7% and 38.5%, w.r.t.

the average recognition rates, over PCRC, SDMME and DMMA, respectively, which

explains that the fusion of the patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold distance metrics

can enhance the performance compared with that of using any single distance metric.

Evaluation on Multi-PIE Dataset

This subsection aims to evaluate the robustness of RHDA against different expres-

sions in different shooting scenarios. In this experiment, we select 80 persons in

expression subset of 4 different sessions, where the neutral image of each person in

Session 1 is chosen as enrolment sample, while the rest 9 images in Session 2-4 are

formed as three probe sets b-d.
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Table 3.5: Recognition accuracy (%) on Multi-PIE dataset (Best; Second Best).

Probe sets b-d contain expressions of Session 2, Session 3 and Session 4,

respectively.

Methods Probe set b Probe set c Probe set d

PCA 50.4 46.7 51.7

(PC)2A 45.4 68.1 49.2

2DPCA 50.4 46.7 51.7

Laplacianfaces 47.5 71.3 44.6

SVD LDA 46.7 43.8 45.8

SRC 55.4 53.8 56.7

CRC 60.4 48.3 52.9

DMMA 66.3 65.8 63.8

SDMME 60.2 61.0 60.2

PCRC 72.9 80.4 67.5

RHDA 85.4 92.9 75.4

Table 3.5 presents the results of all the methods on Multi-PIE dataset. On

this dataset, all the comparing patch-based methods including PCRC, SDMME and

DMMA are observed to achieve goodish performance for probe sets b-d. This is

because the patch-to-patch distance metric in PCRC, and the patch-to-manifold

distance metric in SDMME&DMMA are both robust against the local variations

(e.g, expressions) in the three cases, even though the shooting sessions have been

changed. In a similar fashion, it is believed that the fusion of the two distance

metrics in our RHDA can further reinforce the discriminative ability of the joint

voting results, thus making the predicted label in recognition stage more correct

and reliable. Such analysis can be empirically verified by the superior performance

of our RHDA in Table 3.5, where RHDA has delivered obvious improvements of

12.5%, 12.5% and 7.9% over the second best PCRC in the three cases, respectively.

Summary

• RHDA consistently achieves promising recognition performance in all cases on

AR, FERET, CAS-PEAL, E-YaleB and Multi-PIE datasets, which confirms

the effectiveness of RHDA when dealing with complex facial variations in probe

samples.
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Table 3.6: The comparisons of DSME, DMME and RHDA under various types of

variations. For each tested case, the method with the highest performance is

marked with 1st to indicate the most robust method, and the latter two are marked

with 2nd and 3rd, respectively, according to their performance.

Variation factors DSME DMME RHDA

Expression
probe set b on AR 92.2% (3rd) 92.5% (2nd) 97.1% (1st)
probe set b on FERET 80.0% (3rd) 81.3% (2nd) 87.3% (1st)

Illumination

probe set c on AR 94.5% (2nd) 63.3% (3rd) 97.0% (1st)
probe set c on FERET 83.0% (2nd) 57.5% (3rd) 86.3% (1st)
probe set b on E-YaleB 99.9% (2nd) 99.6% (3rd) 100.0% (1st)
probe set c on E-YaleB 98.8% (2nd) 43.7% (3rd) 99.2% (1st)
probe set d on E-YaleB 72.8% (2nd) 18.8% (3rd) 74.3% (1st)

Disguise probe set f on AR 93.9% (2nd) 90.6% (3rd) 99.4% (1st)
Pose probe set d on FERET 35.3% (3rd) 53.4% (2nd) 61.3% (1st)

Expression+Illumination
probe set b on Multi-PIE 80.5% (2nd) 72.1% (3rd) 85.4% (1st)
probe set c on Multi-PIE 85.1% (2nd) 77.1% (3rd) 92.9% (1st)

Expression+Block occlusion probe set g on AR 60.7% (2nd) 55.4% (3rd) 67.1% (1st)
Sunglasses+Illumination probe set d on AR 92.3% (2nd) 73.3% (3rd) 96.3% (1st)

Scarf+Illumination probe set e on AR 90.7% (2nd) 68.3% (3rd) 95.4% (1st)
Glasses+Misalignment probe set b on CAS-PEAL 71.2% (3rd) 81.6% (2nd) 85.3% (1st)

Hats+Shadow probe set c on CAS-PEAL 78.1% (2nd) 44.9% (3rd) 85.6% (1st)
Expression+Illumination+Pose probe set d on Multi-PIE 72.5% (2nd) 67.5% (3rd) 75.4% (1st)

• Compared with the state-of-the-art patch-based methods such as PCRC and

SDMME, RHDA greatly enhances the recognition performance in all cases

over five tested datasets, especially for occlusions and pose variation.

3.3.2 Performance of DSME and DMME for SSPP-se FR

This subsection evaluates the recognition performance of DSME and DMME on AR,

FERET, CAS-PEAL, E-YaleB and Multi-PIE datasets, respectively. Note that, for

DSME, the patch-to-patch distance is used for identification; while for DMME, the

patch-to-manifold distance is employed.

In the experiment, we aim to test whether the joint majority voting combining

the patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold distance metrics can further enhance the

robustness against complex probe variations. To this end, we compare the perfor-

mance of DSME, DMME and their fusion, i.e, RHDA, over five datasets in Table

3.6. It can be observed that, each of DSME and DMME has its own advantages

and could handle different variations. For example, DSME shows greater robustness

against illumination compared with DMME, but is more sensitive to pose variation

and misalignment. Nevertheless, by reasonably combining the patch-to-patch dis-
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.6: (a) to (c) are the recognition accuracies of RHDA versus the

parameters k1, k2 and λ on AR dataset. k1 varies from N/4 to 4N (N indicates

the number of enrolment persons), k2 varies from 1 to 5 and λ varies from 0.001 to

0.1.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.7: (a) to (c) are the recognition accuracies of RHDA versus the

parameters k1, k2 and λ on FERET dataset. k1 varies from N/4 to 4N (N
indicates the number of enrolment persons), k2 varies from 1 to 5 and λ varies

from 0.001 to 0.1.

tance metric in DSME and the patch-to-manifold distance metric in DMME via the

joint majority voting, RHDA can take advantages of the two distance metrics to

further enhance the robustness and achieve the best recognition performance in all

probe cases over five evaluated datasets.

3.3.3 Parameter Sensitivity Study

This subsection studies the sensitivity of the parameters of our RHDA model. Note

that the parameter σ in Eq. (3.2.5) has little effects on the performance of RHDA

over five datasets, we thus show the results of the remaining parameters such as k1

in Eq. (3.2.8), k2 in Eq. (3.2.19), λ in Eq. (3.2.17), the combinations of T1&T2
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.8: (a) to (c) are the recognition accuracies of RHDA versus the

parameters k1, k2 and λ on CAS-PEAL dataset. k1 varies from N/4 to 4N (N
indicates the number of enrolment persons), k2 varies from 1 to 5 and λ varies

from 0.001 to 0.1.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.9: (a) to (c) are the recognition accuracies of RHDA versus the

parameters k1, k2 and λ on E-YaleB dataset. k1 varies from N/4 to 4N (N
indicates the number of enrolment persons), k2 varies from 1 to 5 and λ varies

from 0.001 to 0.1.

(T1, T2 > 0), and the patch size. Fig. 3.6-3.10 show the effects of k1, k2 and λ on

the recognition accuracies of RHDA over AR, FERET, CAS-PEAL, E-YaleB and

Multi-PIE datasets, respectively. It can be seen that the recognition performance of

RHDA is insensitive to the selection of the above three parameters, when the values

of k1, k2 and λ are set within the ranges from N/4 to 4N , 1 to 5, and 0.001 to 0.01,

respectively.

Fig. 3.11 (a)-(o) illustrate the effects of the combination of T1&T2 on 15 cases

over five evaluated datasets, where we can observe that the performance of RHDA

changes little when tuning the combinations of T1&T2 in most cases on the five

datasets. However, in few special cases, slightly expanding the value of T1 or T2

helps enhance the performance of RHDA. For example, for probe set d (i.e., pose
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.10: (a) to (c) are the recognition accuracies of RHDA versus the

parameters k1, k2 and λ on Multi-PIE dataset. k1 varies from N/4 to 4N (N
indicates the number of enrolment persons), k2 varies from 1 to 5 and λ varies

from 0.001 to 0.1.

variation) on FERET, increasing the value of T2 could boost the performance of

RHDA. It is because that patch-to-manifold distance metric is robust against the

misalignments and pose variations, while patch-to-patch distance metric is not stable

in this case due to the mismatch of the corresponding patches. In contrast, for

probe set d (illuminations angles: 51◦-77◦) on E-YaleB, increasing the value of T1

could benefit the final performance, as patch-to-patch distance metric is more robust

against severe illuminations compared with patch-to-manifold distance metric.

Moreover, we empirically probe the effect of patch size on the accuracy of RHDA.

The performance of RHDA using patches with different sizes on AR, FERET, CAS-

PEAL, E-YaleB and Multi-PIE datasets are shown in Fig. 3.12, where we can

see that RHDA is, to some extent, sensitive to the patch size. However, we also

notice that RHDA always performs the best when the patch size is chosen as 8× 8.

A plausible explanation is that, the 8 × 8 patches usually cover the semantically

meaningful parts of the face (taking 48× 48 face image for example), like the eyes,

the lips, the nose, and these partitioned patches could possess the most informative

and discriminative information for identification. It is worth noting that, in practical

applications, the optimal patch size is also affected by the aligning and cropping way

of face images as well as the final cropped size.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Fig. 3.11: The recognition accuracies of RHDA versus the combinations of

parameters T1&T2 on 15 cases over AR, FERET, CAS-PEAL, E-YaleB and Multi-PIE

datasets. (a)-(d), (e)-(g), (h) and (i), (j)-(l), and (m)-(o) show the results

of prob sets b-e, b-d, b and c, b-d, b-d on AR, FERET, CAS-PEAL, E-YaleB and

Multi-PIE, respectively. T1 and T2 both vary from 1 to 5.
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(a) AR (b) FERET (c) CAS-PEAL

(d) E-YaleB (e) Multi-PIE

Fig. 3.12: The performance of RHDA using patches with different sizes on (a) AR,

(b) FERET, (c) CAS-PEAL, (d) E-YaleB, and (e) Multi-PIE datasets.

3.4 Discussion

Although the proposed RHDA is specifically designed for SSPP-se FR in this work,

it can also be applicable to other pattern recognition applications. Two typical ex-

amples are undersampled FR [63] where each person contains few training samples

(more than single sample), and imbalanced FR [60] where some persons contain suffi-

cient training samples while the other persons contain very limited training samples

or even single training sample. In fact, the two problems can be considered as the

simplified cases of SSPP FR, because not all persons are restricted to contain single

sample for training like SSPP FR. Under such circumstances, the training patches

of each person would increase remarkably and more discriminative information can

be captured. Hence, It is expected that the proposed RHDA still performs well for

the above two FR tasks.

Moreover, RHDA can also be applied to the image set based classification prob-

lems such as video-based FR under constrained/unconstrained conditions [61]. In
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this case, each frame of the video is treated as an independent sample of this person.

Then, the patch-based RHDA can be easily extended to the sample-based RHDA by

modeling the whole samples over all videos as a single manifold and multiple mani-

folds (refer to DSME and DMME), respectively. Consequently, the video-based FR

can be formulated as a combination of sample-to-sample and sample-to-manifold

matching problem.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a new patch-based method called RHDA for

SSPP-se FR. The proposed RHDA has two major advantages, so that it shows good

robustness against different types of facial variations or occlusions in the probe face.

The first advantage attributes to the Fisher-like criterion, which is able to extract

the hidden discriminant information across two heterogeneous adjacency graphs, and

meanwhile improve the discriminative ability of patch distribution in underlying sub-

spaces. The second one is the joint majority voting strategy by considering both the

patch-to-patch and patch-to-manifold distances, which can generate complementary

information as well as increase the error tolerance for identification. Experimental

results on various benchmark face datasets have demonstrated the superiority of the

proposed RHDA in comparison with the state-of-the-art patch-based methods.
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Chapter 4

Synergistic Generic Learning

(SGL) for SSPP-ce FR

This chapter focuses on a new and practical problem in SSPP FR, i.e., SSPP-ce

FR. Different from the classical SSPP-se FR provided that samples in the biometric

enrolment database are standard and variation-free, SSPP-ce FR assumes that these

enrolment samples are collected under more complex environments and can be con-

taminated by nuisance variations. To address the SSPP-ce FR problem, we develop

a new “learned P + learned V” framework, and propose the SGL method under this

framework. Specifically, SGL learns prototypes for contaminated enrolment samples

by preserving the more discriminative parts while learns variation dictionary by ex-

tracting the less discriminative intra-personal variants from an auxiliary generic set,

based on a linear-based feature regrouping strategy called FIFR.

4.1 Introduction

In real-world face retrieval scenarios, samples in biometric enrolment database are

likely to be collected under more complex environments, e.g., less constrained or

unconstrained environments. For example, for criminal identification, the suspects

can be illegal immigrants, smugglers, or the persons without residence registration.

In such cases, the enrolment samples (i.e., reference photos) of suspects are hardly
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1: (a) One contaminated enrolment sample wearing scarf (left) and its

partitioned patches (right). In these patches, some of them are damaged and

contain useless information for discriminative learning and feature extraction.

(b) A failed binary classification example of SSRC for SSPP-ce FR. A probe sample

wearing scarf is misclassified as the wrong person wearing the similar type of

scarf (left), according to the representation coefficients (right).

acquired through standard shooting in the police, but may be provided by witness-

es with unaligned mobile photos or intercepted from blurred surveillance videos.

Therefore, various nuisance variations such as expressions, lightings, shadows, pos-

es, and disguises (e.g., wearing sunglasses or scarf) could exist in these enrolment

samples, thus increasing much more difficulty for practical SSPP FR. Such a new and

practical issue in FR is called SSPP FR with a contaminated biometric enrolment

database (SSPP-ce FR).

In SSPP-ce FR, the existing patch-based methods will suffer heavy performance

degradation. This is because that, discriminative learning and feature extraction

from partitioned patches are quite sensitive to large variations in enrolment samples

in training stage [78]. Worse still, some patches may even be corrupted and capture

meaningless information of persons, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 (a).

In contrast, another type of SSPP FR methods called generic learning methods
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have shown to perform better than patch-based methods for SSPP-ce FR, because

they usually introduce an auxiliary generic set to provide new and useful information.

Wang et al. [59] estimated the within-class scatter from the generic set by assuming

that different sets of persons share similar intra-personal variations. Deng et al. [10]

proposed an extended SRC (ESRC) framework by adding a generic variation set into

the SSPP-based enrolment database for sparse coding. Moreover, Deng et al. [11]

proposed a superposed SRC (SSRC)-based P+V model provided that a probe face

equals its prototype plus the intra-personal variation. In the P+V model, each

prototype is directly approximated by the enrolment sample since it is assumed to

be standard and variation-free under the assumption. In other words, the P+V

model is actually implemented as the enrolment database plus variation (E+V)

model. Besides, the variation dictionary is generated by subtracting the average face

from samples of each person in the auxiliary generic set. Based on the P+V/E+V

model, a variety of generic learning methods [78, 28, 64, 82, 12] have been proposed

recently to address the SSPP FR problem. For example, Yang et al. [78] proposed a

sparse variation dictionary learning (SVDL) method to generate the intra-personal

variations by additionally using the relationship between the enrolment database and

generic set. Ji et al. [28] extended SVDL by proposing a collaborative probabilistic

labels (CPL) method, to further consider the contributions of different persons in

the generic set.

However, the P+V model used in the existing generic learning methods is still

not suitable to handle the new SSPP-ce FR problem. Specifically, a plausible reason

can be twofold:

1. Existing generic learning methods assume that each sample in the biometric

enrolment database is variation-free and thus can be treated as the appropriate

prototype. However, this assumption cannot hold in SSPP-ce FR due to the

nuisance variations in these samples.

2. Existing generic learning methods usually subtract the average face from gener-

ic samples of the same person as the first step to generate intra-subject varia-
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tions. However, the individual characteristics cannot always be removed from

the variation dictionary, because the average face only represents a general

feature for the whole samples of one person but not a specific feature for each

sample.

Consequently, for SSPP-ce FR, a probe sample will be easily misclassified as the

wrong enrolment sample (i.e., person) with the similar variation in the existing

generic learning methods. An illustrative classification example of SSRC for SSPP-

ce FR is shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), where it can be seen that a probe sample wearing

scarf is misclassified as the enrolment sample wearing the similar type of scarf. In

general, the SSPP-ce FR problem has yet to be studied in the literature.

To address the aforementioned two issues, we propose a new generic learning

method called SGL to deal with the SSPP-ce FR problem. SGL is based on the

crucial observation that each face image can be decomposed into: 1) a less dis-

criminative intra-personal variant shared by different data subjects; and 2) a more

discriminative person-specific portion capturing individual uniqueness. Specifically,

we first learn a variation dictionary by extracting the intra-personal variants from an

auxiliary generic set. Then, we learn better prototypes for contaminated enrolment

samples preserving the subject-specific portions. Finally, we leverage the learned

variation dictionary and learned prototypes to perform SSPP FR.

To be more specific, for variation dictionary learning, we first decompose each

sample in the auxiliary generic set into different components via representation bases

learning and sparse coding. Considering that generic samples are often of high-

dimensionality and thus the related optimization problem will be time-consuming,

we then develop an equivalent low-rank factorization-based optimization problem

and solve it efficiently. Subsequently, we leverage the Fisher information in the

generic set to regroup the components with relatively low discriminative ability into

a less discriminative part (LDP), to learn the intra-personal variation dictionary.

For prototype learning, we first detect the possible contaminated samples from

the biometric enrolment database. Then, we leverage the learned representation
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bases to sparsely decompose them, and reuse Fisher information to regroup the

components with relatively high discriminative ability into a more discriminative

part (MDP), which separates the nuisance variations from the contaminated sam-

ples. In doing so, we can preserve the person-specific portions of these contaminated

samples and thus learn better prototypes. Furthermore, for the rest standard enrol-

ment samples, we directly leverage them as the learned prototypes.

Compared with the state-of-the-art generic learning methods simply based on

P+V model, SGL proposes a new “learned P + learned V” framework that enables

the prototype learning and variation dictionary learning to work collaboratively to

identify new probe samples. On the one hand, SGL pursues better prototypes for

the contaminated samples in the biometric enrolment database, which narrows the

gap between a probe sample and the enrolment sample of the same person but

with different types of variations, and meanwhile enlarges the gap between a probe

sample and the enrolment samples of different persons but with the similar type

of variation. On the other hand, SGL efficiently learns a representative variation

dictionary via extracting the LDP of each generic sample, which can decrease the

individual characteristics and provide additive intra-personal variations to better

reconstruct new probe samples.

We highlight the contributions of this chapter as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to study the new SSPP-

ce FR problem, where the biometric enrolment database is contaminated by

nuisance facial variations.

• This chapter develops a new “learned P + learned V” framework by making

the learned prototypes and learned variation dictionary work collaboratively

for identification, and proposes the SGL method under the framework for

SSPP-ce FR.

• This chapter presents a new way to learn the variation dictionary and use

low-rank factorization to solve it efficiently.
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4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1 Basic Notations

Let y ∈ <d be the probe sample and G = [g1, · · · ,gn] ∈ <d×n be the SSPP set with

n persons in the biometric enrolment database. The auxiliary generic data matrix

is defined as A = [A1, · · · ,Am] = [a1, · · · , aM ] ∈ <d×M (M = mT ), with m persons

not of interest and each having T images with different types of variations (including

one standard reference image), and Ai = [a(i−1)·T+1, · · · , ai·T ]. In addition, we

further define Ã = [A1, · · · ,AT ] as the reordered generic data of A according to

the type of variations, where Aj = [Aj
1,A

j
2, · · · ,Aj

m] ∈ <d×m denotes the collection

of the jth type of variation across all m persons, and Aj
i ∈ <d is a vector representing

the j-th image of Ai. In particular, A1 is used to represent the reference subset in

generic set that contain standard photos corresponding to m persons.

The variation dictionary generated by SSRC is denoted as Vssrc, and the varia-

tion dictionary and the enrolment prototypes to be learned in the proposed SGL are

denoted as V and P, respectively. Furthermore, considering that there are many

acronyms in the proposed method, we thus summarize some important acronyms in

Table 4.1 for clarity.

4.2.2 Prototype Plus Intra-personal Variation (P+V) Mod-

el

The popular P+V model [11] is developed to handle the SSPP FR problem, which is

based on the assumption that a probe sample of one person can be represented as a

superposition of two different sub-signals, i.e., the prototype of this person plus the

intra-personal variations. In P+V model, the prototype is directly approximated by

the enrolment sample, thus the P+V model is actually implemented as the enrolment

database plus variation (E+V) model. Formally, for a probe sample y, it can be

represented as

y = Gθ +Vssrcϕ+ e, (4.2.1)
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Table 4.1: The list of important acronyms in the proposed method.

Acronym Meaning
SSPP-se FR SSPP FR with a standard biometric enrolment database
SSPP-ce FR SSPP FR with a contaminated biometric enrolment database
P+V prototype plus variation
E+V enrolment database plus variation
learned P + learned V learned prototype plus learned variation
RBL representation bases learning
FIFR Fisher information-based feature regrouping
MDP more discriminative part
LDP less discriminative part

where G, Vssrc and e denote the enrolment samples dictionary, the variation dictio-

nary and a small noise, respectively, θ is the sparse coefficient vector that selects a

few of enrolment samples (i.e., persons) from G, and ϕ is another sparse coefficient

vector that selects a few types of variations from Vssrc. In this case, Vssrc is gener-

ated by simply subtracting the average face from samples of the same person in the

generic set A as follows:

Vssrc = [A1 − c11
′
T , · · · ,Am − cm1

′
T ], (4.2.2)

where ci = 1
T
Ai1T indicates the class centroid of the ith class.

Subsequently, the sparse coefficient vectors θ and ϕ can be computed through

solving the l1-based minimization problem as follows:

θ∗
ϕ∗

 = argmin
θ,ϕ

∥∥∥y− [G Vssrc]

θ
ϕ

∥∥∥2
2
+ λ

∥∥∥
θ
ϕ

∥∥∥
1
, (4.2.3)

where λ is a regularization parameter. Finally, similar to SRC, the probe sample y

will be classified into the enrolment sample (i.e., person) with the smallest recon-

struction residual. Based on the P+V/E+V model, various generic learning methods

such as SSRC and SVDL have been proposed for SSPP-se FR and achieved good

performances. However, when encountering the new SSPP-ce FR problem, these

methods will suffer heavy performance degradation owing to the bad prototypes

and the unrepresentative variation dictionary.
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Fig. 4.2: The flowchart of the proposed SGL method.

4.3 The Proposed Method

We present the proposed SGL in two synergistic learning phases: variation dictionary

learning and prototype learning. Then, we leverage the learned variation dictionary

and learned prototypes to perform SSPP-ce FR. In the former phase, we extract

the less discriminative part (LDP) of each generic sample, based on representation

bases learning (RBL) and Fisher information-based feature regrouping (FIFR), to

learn the variation dictionary. In the latter phase, we first detect the contaminated

samples in the biometric enrolment database. Then, we use the learned represen-

tation bases to sparsely decompose these contaminated samples, and reuse Fisher

information to extract the more discriminative part (MDP) for learning better pro-

totypes. For the rest standard enrolment samples, we directly treat them as the

learned prototypes. The flowchart of SGL is shown in Fig. 4.2.

4.3.1 Variation Dictionary Learning

In this phase, we learn a representative variation dictionary V by extracting the

intra-personal variants from the generic set A. The learning process involves repre-

sentation bases learning and Fisher information-based feature regrouping.
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Representation Bases Learning

In this step, we aim to decompose each generic sample into different representation

components. Motivated by the success of dictionary learning and sparse coding

in image processing [81, 50, 46, 29], we learn the enriched bases (i.e., dictionary)

D = [d1, · · · ,dK ] ∈ <d×K to represent the generic set A under sparse constraints.

Specifically, we minimize the following objective function:

min
Z,D,E

‖Z‖1 + γ‖E‖2F

s.t. A = DZ + E, d′idi = 1,∀i,
(4.3.4)

where γ > 0 is a tradeoff parameter, Z = [z1, · · · , zM ] ∈ <K×M is the sparse

coefficient matrix, and E ∈ <d×M is the residual matrix that encodes the generic

sample noises.

The problem in Eq. (4.3.4) can be solved via Metaface Learning (MFL) [50] or

other convex optimization toolboxes. However, due to the high dimensionality of

each generic sample (d�M ≥ K), it is often time-consuming to compute the solu-

tion for Eq. (4.3.4). To reduce the time cost, we thus develop a factorized problem

with the low-rank factorization and provide a fast solution for Eq. (4.3.4) without

performance loss, analogous to the work in [72]. Specifically, we first factorize the

generic data A via the skinny singular value decomposition (SVD):

A = UrΣrH
′
r, (4.3.5)

where Σr = diag(σ1, · · · , σr) is a diagonal matrix with r positive singular values in a

descending order, Ur ∈ <d×r and Hr ∈ <M×r are column-wise orthogonal matrices

satisfying U′rUr = H′rHr = I.

Then, we develop a factorized problem for the lower-dimensional generic data,
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i.e., ΣrH
′
r ∈ <r×M , as follows:

min
W,D̂
||W||1 + γ||ΣrH

′
r − D̂W||2F

s.t. d̂
′
id̂i = 1,∀i,

(4.3.6)

where W ∈ <K×M and D̂ = [d̂1, · · · , d̂K ] ∈ <r×K are the coefficient matrix and

representation bases for ΣrH
′
r, respectively. Subsequently, to solve the solution of

the problem in Eq. (4.3.4), we develop the following theorem:

Theorem 4.3.1. Suppose {W∗, D̂
∗
} is the optimal solution of the problem in Eq.

(4.3.6), then the optimal solution {Z∗,D∗,E∗} of the primal problem in Eq. (4.3.4)

can be defined as 
Z∗ = W∗

D∗ = UrD̂
∗

E∗ = A−UrD̂
∗
W∗.

(4.3.7)

The detailed proof of Theorem 4.3.1 is given in Appendix A.

Compared with the primal problem in Eq. (4.3.4), the problem in Eq. (4.3.6)

reduces to a two-variable optimization problem and the data matrix to be processed

is changed from A ∈ <d×M to the lower-dimensional ΣrH
′
r ∈ <r×M (r � d).

Therefore, the problem in Eq. (4.3.6) can be solved more efficiently. For simplicity,

let Â = ΣrH
′
r and γ̂ = 1

γ
, then the problem in Eq. (4.3.6) can be rewritten as

follows:

min
W,D̂
||Â− D̂W||2F + γ̂||W||1

s.t. d̂
′
id̂i = 1,∀i.

(4.3.8)

Eq. (4.3.8) is solved via an alternating optimization, which is presented in Algo-

rithm 2. In this algorithm, line 3 is optimized using the basis pursuit denoising

(BPDN)-homotopy algorithm [14], and line 7 is solved by setting the derivative of

||S− d̂iwi||2F w.r.t. d̂i to be zero.

The convergence property of Algorithm 2 can be empirically guaranteed. To
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Algorithm 2 Solving the problem in Eq. (4.3.8)

Input: Data matrix to be processed: Â ∈ <r×M
Output: D̂ = [d̂1, d̂2, · · · , d̂K ] ∈ <r×K , W ∈ <K×M
1: Initialization: each column of D̂ is initialized as a random unit vector under
l2-norm constraint

2: while not converge do
3: Fix D̂ , update W← arg minW(||Â− D̂W||2F + γ̂||W||1)
4: Fix W, update D̂. Let W = [w1; · · · ; wK ], wj ∈ <1×M

5: for i = 1 : K do
6: Fix d̂j(∀j 6= i), and define S = Â− Σj 6=id̂jwj

7: Update d̂i ← arg mind̂i
||S− d̂iwi||2F

8: Normalize d̂i ← d̂i/||d̂i||2
9: end for
10: end while

be persuasive, we study the convergence of Algorithm 2 on AR, E-YaleB and CAS-

PEAL datasets, by plotting the curves where the objective function of Eq. (4.3.8),

i.e., J(D̂,W), versus the iteration number is illustrated. It can be seen from Fig.

4.3 (a)-(c) that Algorithm 2 converges very fast after a few number of iterations

over three tested datasets.

After obtaining D̂ and W, the representation bases D and the sparse coefficient

matrix Z can be obtained by leveraging the relationships in Eq. (4.3.7). Let ai,p =

dpzi,p be the representation on the pth column of D, where zi,p is the pth element

of zi. Then, for each generic sample {ai}Mi=1, we have ai ≈ Dzi =
∑K

p=1 dpzi,p =∑K
p=1 ai,p.

Fisher Information-based Feature Regrouping

In this step, we aim to extract the LDP of each generic sample ai from its K

representation components ai,p by leveraging the discriminative ability. Specifically,

we use Fisher information [65, 84] to quantify the discriminative ability of the pth

component ai,p. It is defined as follows:

dis(p) =
m∑
c=1

(µcp − µp)2/
m∑
c=1

1

T

∑
ai∈Ac

(ai,p − µcp)2, (4.3.9)
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(a) AR (b) E-YaleB

(c) CAS-PEAL

Fig. 4.3: Convergence study of Algorithm 2 on the AR, E-YaleB and CAS-PEAL

datasets, respectively. The maximum iteration number is set as 50, and the

objective function gap that terminates the iteration is set as 1e-3.

where Ac denotes the image set of the cth data subject, µp is the mean vector of

ai,p, i.e., µp = 1
M

∑M
i=1 ai,p, and µcp is the mean vector of ai,p belonging to the cth

data subject. It is worth noting that, dis(p) also reflects the discriminative ability

as well as the importance of the representation basis dp because all {ai,p}Mi=1 share

a common basis dp (refer to ai,p = dpzi,p). Hence, the larger value dis(p) is, the

better discriminative ability dp has.

Then, we superpose the components with relatively smaller dis(p) to generate

the LDP of each generic sample. To this end, we first reorder the K components

of each ai according to their dis(p) in an ascending order. Next, we select the first

ρK components, e.g., {ai,1, ai,2, · · · , ai,ρK}, and regroup them into the LDP (ai).

Specifically, for each generic sample ai, the regroup formula can be rewritten as:

LDP (ai) = ai,1 + ai,2 + · · ·+ ai,ρK

= d1zi,1 + d2zi,2 + · · ·+ dρKzi,ρK

(4.3.10)
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Fig. 4.4: (a) A selected generic sample wearing sunglasses on AR dataset;

(b) The top-5 learned representation bases w.r.t. the lowest dis(p) and the

corresponding coefficients of this generic sample; (c) The extracted LDP (left)

and the remaining part (right) of this generic sample when ρ = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}.

where ρ < 1 is a scalar to determine the fraction of K components to be selected

to generate the LDP. In this feature regrouping, we allocate equal weight to each

representation component ai,j to retain the natural weight defined by zi,j, which

can reflect the degree of correlations between ai,j (or dj) and the generic sample

ai. Finally, we concatenate LDP (ai) of all generic samples to construct the learned

variation dictionary V as follows:

V = [LDP (a1), · · · , LDP (aM)]. (4.3.11)

In Fig. 4.4, we illustrate the top-5 learned representation bases w.r.t. the lowest

dis(p) and the corresponding coefficients, of a generic sample wearing sunglasses on

AR dataset. Furthermore, in this figure, we also present the extracted LDP and the

remaining part when ρ is set to be 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. From Fig. 4.3, we

have the following observations:

• First, the representation bases with lower dis(p) indeed reflect the nuisance

variation parts (e.g., expressions and disguises) possessing lower discriminative

abilities of different persons.
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• Second, the coefficient of each representation base can indicate the degree of

correlation between the generic sample and the base.

• Third, by superposing several representation components w.r.t. lower dis(p),

the extracted LDP can well characterize the variation of sunglasses in the

generic sample, while the remaining part preserves the clean portion of the

generic sample.

• Forth, different values of ρ can generate richer variations to enrich the learned

variation dictionary.

4.3.2 Prototype Learning

Contaminated Enrolment Sample Detection

In the biometric enrolment database, not all samples but a portion of them will

be contaminated by nuisance variations. Therefore, there is no need to perform

prototype learning on all enrolment samples. In this step, we detect the possible

contaminated samples from the biometric enrolment database in advance.

As described in [78], a face sample could be represented as a combination of

generic samples, and it is believed that a standard enrolment sample would be better

represented by the standard generic samples while the contaminated enrolment ones

would be better represented by the generic ones with the similar variations. Motivat-

ed by these, we thus leverage the representation residual to differentiate the contam-

inated and standard enrolment samples. Specifically, we let Ã = [A1,Ac] denote the

reordered generic data of A according to the type of variations, where A1 represents

the reference subset containing m standard images, and Ac = [A2, · · · ,AT ] denotes

the contaminated subset with T − 1 types of variations across all m persons. Next,

we employ Ã to collaboratively represent each enrolment sample gi, i.e., Ãui ≈ gi,

and compute the representation coefficients by

ui = (ÃÃ
′
+ µI)−1Ãgi, (4.3.12)
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where µI is added into ÃÃ
′

to avoid singularity, and µ is empirically set as 0.01.

Note that, the coefficient ui can also be obtained by solving the following sparse

optimization problem: min ||gi − Ãui||22 + ||ui||1. Subsequently, we compute the

representation residuals of gi w.r.t. A1 and Ac, respectively, as follows:

r1(gi) = ||gi − Ãδ1(ui)||22, (4.3.13)

rc(gi) = ||gi − Ãδc(ui)||22, (4.3.14)

where δ1(ui) and δc(ui) indicate the vectors whose nonzero entries are the entries

associated with A1 and Ac, respectively. Finally, we determine the category of gi

by using the smaller residual between r1(gi) and rc(gi), i.e., if rc(gi) ≤ r1(gi), gi is

classified into the contaminated category; otherwise, gi will be treated as the stan-

dard sample. It is worth mentioning that, the adopted detection method is a simple

collaborative representation-based binary classification scheme that is designed for

the constrained datasests (e.g., AR), and may not handle the less constrained and

unconstrained datasets well. In Fig. 4.5, an illustrative example of the binary clas-

sification on the AR dataset is presented, where we can see that the contaminated

sample wearing sunglasses and the standard one in the biometric enrolment database

can be well differentiated.

Suppose nc samples are detected as the possible contaminated enrolment sam-

ples, while the rest ns (ns = n−nc) samples are classified as the standard enrolment

samples. Formally, we define the detected contaminated enrolment sample set and

the standard enrolment sample set as Gc = [gc1, · · · ,gcnc
] and Gs = [gs1, · · · ,gsns

],

respectively, where Gc ∪Gs = G.

Prototype Learning

After the detection of the contaminated enrolment samples, we then perform pro-

totype learning on these samples by preserving the MDP so as to learn better pro-

totypes. Moreover, for the rest standard enrolment samples, we directly leverage

them as the learned prototypes.
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Fig. 4.5: A binary classification example for detecting the contaminated samples

in the biometric enrolment database. According to the representation residuals,

sample 1 (one contaminated sample wearing sunglasses) and sample 2 (one standard

sample) can be well differentiated.

In this step, the challenge is that we cannot directly learn discriminative repre-

sentation bases for the contaminated enrolment samples, as the Fisher information

is not available in the SSPP-based biometric enrolment database. Fortunately, the

previous works [59, 52] have demonstrated that different persons usually share com-

mon representation bases and similar intra-personal variations. Motivated by this,

we then transfer the Fisher information in the generic set to the biometric enrol-

ment database via the learned representation bases D, and thus enabling FIFR to

be feasible to preserve the MDP from the contaminated enrolment samples.

Specifically, we first use the learned representation bases D to sparsely decompose

each contaminated enrolment sample gci into K representation components {gci,p}Kp=1,

with the sparse coefficient vector αi ∈ <K×1 by solving

min
αi

||gci −Dαi||22 + ||αi||1. (4.3.15)

Then, gci can be approximately represented as

gci ≈ Dαi =
∑K

p=1
dpαi,p =

∑K

p=1
gci,p, (4.3.16)
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where αi,p is the pth element of αi.

Subsequently, we reuse Fisher information, i.e., dis(p), from the generic set,

to perform feature regrouping based on {gci,p}Kp=1 for each gci . As stated above,

larger dis(p) indicates a more discriminative ability of the representation basis dp.

Thus, we reorder the values of dis(p) in a descending order with the new indexes

{ind(1), · · · , ind(K)}, and rearrange the representation bases as {dind(1), · · · ,dind(K)}.

Consequently, the former bases have better discriminative abilities. Then, we su-

perpose the first τK components gci,ind(p) (i.e., gci,ind(p)=dind(p)αi,ind(p)) to generate

the MDP of each gci as

MDP (gci) = gci,ind(1) + gci,ind(2) + · · ·+ gci,ind(τK), (4.3.17)

where τ < 1 is a scalar that determines the fraction of K components to be selected

to generate the MDP. The rest components are considered as the nuisance facial

variations or trivial structures. In this feature regrouping, we still allocate equal

weights to these representation components, to make the generated MDP correctly

present the target data subject but not other irrelevant persons.

Finally, we concatenate the extracted MDP from the contaminated enrolment

sample set, i.e., MDP (Gc) = [MDP (gc1), · · · ,MDP (gcnc
)], with the standard en-

rolment sample set, i.e., Gs, to construct the learned prototypes for the biometric

enrolment database, i.e., P = [MDP (Gc),Gs].

4.3.3 Face Identification

In the recognition stage, given a probe sample y, we first solve the following P+V

based optimization problem with the learned prototypes P and learned variation

dictionary V:

β∗
ϕ∗

 = arg min
β,ϕ

∥∥∥y− [P V]

β
ϕ

∥∥∥2
2

+ λ
∥∥∥
β
ϕ

∥∥∥
1
, (4.3.18)
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where λ is a regularization parameter, β ∈ <n and ϕ ∈ <q denote the coefficient

vectors of P and V, respectively. In this paper, Eq. (4.3.18) is also optimized

utilizing the BPDN-homotopy algorithm [14].

Then, y can be classified as the prototype (i.e., class) according to the smallest

reconstruction residual rk(y) among all classes, i.e., Identity(y) = arg mink rk(y),

and rk(y) is computed by

rk(y) =
∥∥∥y− [P V]

δk(β∗)
ϕ∗

∥∥∥2
2
, (4.3.19)

where δk(β
∗) is a vector whose nonzero entries are the entries in β∗ that are associ-

ated with class k.

4.3.4 Computational Complexity Analysis

In the training stage, we mainly analyze the computational complexity of the vari-

ation dictionary learning, because the size of generic set is always far larger than

that of enrolment database (M � n) and the processing of the generic set can be

the major cost w.r.t. both time and memory complexities.

The variation dictionary learning phase includes two steps: representation bases

learning (RBL) and Fisher information-based feature regrouping (FIFR). In RBL,

we use the low-rank factorization, i.e., Â ∈ <r×M , as the input for Algorithm 2

to acquire the intermediate solution D̂, then in turn compute the bases D via the

relationships in Eq. (4.3.7). Supposing t and q denote the number of iterations for

Algorithm 2 and the l1-minimization problem in line 3 of Algorithm 2, respective-

ly, then the time complexities for computing W and D̂ are O(tqr2M + tqKM) [75]

and O(trKM), respectively. Besides, the computation of D from D̂ via Eq. (4.3.7)

requires O(drM). In FIFR, the time complexity for constructing the variation dic-

tionary is O(rKM). Overall, the time complexity of variation dictionary learning is

summarized as O(tqr2M + tqKM + drM) (usually tq > r). Moreover, the memory

cost in this phase is O(dM).
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Furthermore, the recognition time in testing stage is more of our concern to

measure the reality of SGL, since the training stage is always an offline process in

real-world face retrieval scenarios. In the testing stage, SGL leverages the “learned

P + learned V” model based sparse optimization for recognition and costs only

0.0719s on average, which is time-efficient and far less than the acceptable 0.5s. In

a summary, the computational time of SGL will not limit its applications from the

practical viewpoint.

4.4 Experiments

This section conducts three experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed

SGL method. Specifically, in Subsection 4.4.1, we evaluate the performance of the

learned variation dictionary in SGL on AR, E-YaleB, and CAS-PEAL datasets. In

Subsection 4.4.2, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed detection strategy in

SGL for detecting contaminated and standard samples in the biometric enrolment

database. Lastly, in Subsection 4.4.3, we evaluate the performance of SGL for SSPP-

ce FR on the above three benchmark face datasets.

All experiments are carried out on a host (CPU: Dual 4-core Intel Xeon X5570

2.93GHz 8MB L3 Cache, Memory: 32GB).

4.4.1 Evaluation of the Learned Variation Dictionary

In this subsection, our purpose is to validate the effectiveness of the learned vari-

ation dictionary in SGL. Hence, we follow the setting of SSPP-se FR and choose

standard unoccluded faces as enrolment samples. In the experiment, we denote the

learned variation dictionary in SGL as Dict-SGL because prototype learning phase

is unnecessary in this case, and evaluate the performance of Dict-SGL under various

probe variations on AR, E-YaleB, and CAS-PEAL datasets.

On AR dataset, we randomly select 50 persons from Session-I for evaluation, and

select another 50 persons as the generic set for generic learning. The frontal face
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images with neutral expression and under normal illumination are used as biometric

enrolment samples, and the rest 12 images of each person are arranged to form

5 probe sets (expression, illumination, illumination+sunglasses, illumination+scarf

and disguise). Moreover, we also use the face images from Session-II as another 5

probe sets for evaluation. On E-YaleB dataset, we choose the first 20 persons for

evaluation, and use the rest 18 persons as the generic set. The first image of each

person in Subset 1 is selected as the biometric enrolment sample, and Subsets 2-5

are formed as 4 probe sets. On CAS-PEAL dataset, we use 200 persons from the

Normal and the Accessory categories, thus each person has 1 neutral image, and 6

images wearing different glasses and hats. The first 100 persons and the rest 100

ones are used for evaluation and generic learning, respectively. The neutral images

of the evaluated persons are used as enrolment samples, and the rest 6 images are

formed as 2 probe sets (glasses and hats).

We choose 4 representative methods for comparison, including the baseline SR-

C [69], and 3 variation dictionary learning methods, i.e., ESRC [10], SSRC [11], and

SVDL [78]. The codes of these comparing methods are obtained from the original

authors. It is noteworthy that the variation dictionary in SVDL is based on the

generated one in SSRC. As to our Dict-SGL, the FIFR is the key step to extract

the LDP from the generic set for learning the variation dictionary. If this step is

removed, the learned variation dictionary will degenerate to the original generic set

(we denote it as Dict-Deg for convenience). In the experiment, to explore the impor-

tance (or not) of the introduction of Fisher information in the variation dictionary

learning, we also report the recognition results of Dict-Deg for reference.

Regarding the parameters setting, the regularization parameters λ in SRC, ESR-

C, SSRC and Dict-Deg are searched from {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1} to achieve the

best results over three tested datasets. For SVDL, the parameters are set according

to the suggestions in [78]. Specifically, the parameters λ1, λ2 and λ3 of SVDL are

set to be 0.001, 0.01 and 0.0001, respectively. For our Dict-SGL, there are three

major parameters, i.e., γ̂ in Eq. (4.3.8), λ in Eq. (4.3.18) and ρ in Eq. (4.3.10).
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(a) AR (b) E-YaleB (c) CAS-PEAL

Fig. 4.6: The generic samples (the first line) and the variation dictionaries

learned by SSRC (the second line) and by our SGL (the third line) on the AR,

E-YaleB, and CAS-PEAL datasets, respectively. The variation dictionaries

learned by our SGL contain less individual characteristics compared with the

ones generated by SSRC.

Through experiments, we observe that γ̂ has little effects on the performance within

the range from 0.001 to 0.1 and is fixed as 0.001. λ is empirically set within the

range from 0.001 to 0.01 to achieve optimal stable results. We also fix it as 0.001.

ρ is to calculate the LDP of generic samples and preferably set below 0.5 to acquire

useful intra-personal variations. In this case, we set ρ as {0.3, 0.5} to enrich the

learned variation dictionary.

Fig. 4.6 (a)-(c) show the variation dictionaries learned by SGL and by SSRC on

AR, E-YaleB and CAS-PEAL datasets, respectively. We can see that the variation

dictionaries learned by SGL can decrease some sample-specific details (e.g., facial

hair and contour) of generic samples, and contain less individual characteristics

compared with the variation dictionary generated by SSRC. However, it is observed

that there still exists one defect in the learned variation dictionary in SGL. That is,

the learned variation dictionary seems not such smooth and contains noises in some

cases, which may be unfavorable for the reconstruction of probe samples.

Table 4.2 lists the recognition results of different methods. First, Dict-SGL per-

forms the best among the comparing variation dictionary methods. In particular,

Dict-SGL delivers 6.9%, 4.5%, and 5.4% improvements on average over SSRC on

AR, E-YaleB, and CAS-PEAL, respectively. Besides, Dict-SGL (with FIFR) consis-

tently performs much better than the Dict-Deg over the three tested datasets, which

verifies the importance of the introduction of Fisher information in variation dictio-

nary learning. The promising performance of demonstrate the effectiveness of the

learned variation dictionary in SGL. Second, SVDL performs better than SSRC and
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Table 4.2: Recognition rates (%) of different methods on AR, E-YaleB, and

CAS-PEAL face datasets for SSPP-se FR.

Probe set
Baseline Generic learning methods Ours

SRC
Dict-
Deg

ESRC SSRC SVDL
Dict-
SGL

AR

Session-I: Expression 84.0 78.7 85.3 87.7 89.3 92.7
Session-I: Illumination 74.0 94.0 94.3 94.7 95.0 99.3
Session-I: Ill.+Sunglasses 41.3 64.0 83.3 86.7 86.7 91.3
Session-I: Ill.+Scarf 26.7 53.3 74.7 77.0 78.7 86.0
Session-I: Disguise 36.0 77.0 80.0 81.0 87.0 90.0
Session-II: Expression 62.0 70.7 71.3 73.7 74.0 78.0
Session-II: Illumination 42.7 76.0 78.0 81.0 84.7 88.7
Session-II: Ill.+Sunglasses 21.3 46.7 59.3 64.3 68.7 72.0
Session-II: Ill.+Scarf 16.0 44.7 56.7 60.3 65.3 70.3
Session-II: Disguise 26.0 61.0 64.0 68.0 70.0 75.0
Average 43.0 66.6 74.7 77.4 79.9 84.3

E-YaleB

Subset 2 (13◦-25◦) 96.7 99.8 99.8 100.0 100.00 100.0
Subset 3 (26◦-50◦) 56.7 96.7 95.3 97.3 98.6 100.0
Subset 4 (51◦-77◦) 15.0 56.8 61.4 69.3 71.1 78.9
Subset 5 (>77◦) 7.6 16.6 16.1 18.9 20.8 24.7
Average 44.0 67.5 68.2 71.4 72.6 75.9

CAS-PEAL
Accessory: Glasses 90.3 94.0 92.3 94.3 95.7 97.3
Accessory: Hats 54.0 64.0 61.0 64.3 68.9 72.0
Average 72.2 79.0 76.7 79.3 82.3 84.7

ESRC. It is because that they additionally use the relationships between the gener-

ic and enrolment samples. Third, SRC performs the worst and is not competitive

with generic learning methods in almost all cases, especially under the variations of

disguises and bad lightings.

4.4.2 Detection of Contaminated Enrolment Samples

In this subsection, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed detection strategy

for detecting the contaminated and standard samples in the biometric enrolmen-

t database. This detection process can be viewed as a binary classification, and

the contaminated and standard categories are denoted as the “positive” and “neg-

ative” classes, respectively. We construct three contaminated biometric enrolment

databases by randomly selecting face images of all persons from AR, E-YaleB, and

CAS-PEAL datasets, respectively, and perform the binary classification experiments

on the three datasets. Two metrics, i.e., accuracy (ACC) and true positive rate (T-

PR), are employed to measure the binary classification results. Please see [38, 62]

for the detailed definitions of the two metrics. Each classification experiment is re-

peated 10 times, and the average ACC, TPR and the corresponding standard errors
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Table 4.3: Performance of the proposed strategy for detecting the contaminated

samples in the biometric enrolment database.

Dataset ACC TPR
AR 94.4%±1.3% 95.2%±2.0%
E-YaleB 99.0%±2.1% 96.7%±4.0%
CAS-PEAL 88.8%±5.0% 95.0%±5.5%

on the above three datasets are reported in Table 4.3.

From Table 4.3, we can observe that the proposed detection strategy achieves

good classification ACC on AR, E-YaleB and CAS-PEAL datasets, which indicates

that the contaminated and standard samples in the biometric enrolment database

are well separated on the three datasets. In addition, the TPR metric is more of our

concern, as it reflects the detection rates of the contaminated enrolment samples. It

is clear that the average TPR exceeds 90% in all the cases, which suggests that the

majority of the contaminated enrolment samples can be successfully detected using

our strategy.

4.4.3 Evaluation of SGL on SSPP-ce FR

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of SGL on AR, E-YaleB, and Multi-

PIE datasets, where the biometric enrolment database is contaminated by different

nuisance facial variations.

For each tested dataset, we build 5 biometric enrolment databases with the

contamination ratios of 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90%, respectively, and all con-

taminated samples are randomly corrupted by different variations. For example,

on AR dataset, each contaminated enrolment sample is randomly selected from the

expression, illumination, illumination+sunglasses, illumination+scarf and disguises

subsets, while the rest samples of each person are used for testing. The partitions

of the evaluated and generic persons on the three datasets follow the settings in

Subsection 4.4.1. We repeat each experiment 5 times and report the average results.

We choose 9 representative methods for comparison, including the baseline SRC

and CRC, 2 patch-based methods including the latest SDMME [85] and our pro-
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Fig. 4.7: Some contaminated samples in the biometric enrolment database and the

corresponding learned prototypes by our SGL method on AR, E-YaleB, and CAS-PEAL

datasets.

posed RHDA [42] in Chapter 3, and 5 recent generic learning methods, i.e., ESRC,

SSRC, SVDL, RADL [63] and CPL [28]. By default, the non-overlapping partitioned

patch sizes for SDMME and RHDA are set searching from {8× 8, 12× 12, 16× 16}

pixels. For SDMME, the l1-ls toolbox is used to solve its l1-minimization problem in

accordance with [85], and the balance factor λ is tuned to be 0.001. For RHDA, the

parameters k1, k2, λ, δ, T1, T2 are set to be n (the number of enrolment persons),

2, 0.001, 1, 1, and 1, respectively, in accordance with Subsection 3.3.1 in Chapter

3. For RADL, the parameters λ and η are set as 0.0001 and 1, respectively, as

suggested in [63]. In addition, the parameters in SRC, CRC, ESRC, SSRC, SVDL,

CPL, and ρ, γ̂, λ of SGL are kept the same as that in Subsection 4.4.1. Besides, τ

in Eq. (4.3.17) of SGL is empirically set within the range of 0.8 to 0.95 to preserve

the discriminative MDP of contaminated enrolment samples.

Some contaminated samples in the biometric enrolment database and the cor-

responding learned prototypes by SGL on AR, E-YaleB, and CAS-PEAL datasets

are illustrated in Fig. 4.7. We observe that SGL can successfully separate some lin-

ear variations such as bad lightings and shadows from the contaminated enrolment

samples, but cannot handle the non-linear variations such as expressions well. A

plausible reason is that the prototype learning in SGL is dependent on the linear-

based FIFR and thus is difficult to deal with the non-linear variations. Besides,

we also find that, if the crucial regions (e.g., eyes) in the enrolment sample are
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(a) AR

(b) E-YaleB

(c) CAS-PEAL

Fig. 4.8: Performance of SRC, CRC, SDMME, RHDA, ESRC, SSRC, SVDL, RADL, CPL

and our SGL (from left to right) for SSPP-ce FR on (a) AR, (b) E-YaleB, and (c)

CAS-PEAL datasets. The contaminated ratio in the enrolment database ranges from

10% to 90% with the interval of 20%.
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corrupted, they are difficult to be recovered accurately in the learned prototypes,

since these regions of this person are probably not included in the auxiliary generic

set for learning the corresponding representation bases. In general, compared with

the original contaminated enrolment samples, the learned prototypes by SGL are

closer to the neutral images of the target enrolment persons in most cases, which

can narrow the gap between a probe sample and the same enrolment person but

with different types of variations, and enlarge the gap between a probe sample and

different enrolment persons but with the similar type of variation.

Fig. 4.8 (a)-(c) show the performance of all the comparing methods for SSPP-ce

FR on AR, E-YaleB and CAS-PEAL datasets, respectively. From the three figures,

we have the following observations:

• First, as the contamination ratio increases, all the methods will suffer from

performance decline to different extents.

• Second, SGL performs better than the other comparing methods. Particularly

on AR dataset, as the contamination ratio increases from 10% to 30%, 50%,

70% and 90%, SGL has a gain over SSRC, from 4.2% to 6.2%, 9.2%, 9.9%

and 10.1%, respectively. The effectiveness of SGL can be attributed to its

“learned P + learned V” framework, which makes the learned prototypes and

learned representative variation dictionary work collaboratively, thus both of

them could contribute to the final recognition performance.

• Third, the generic learning SVDL, CPL and RADL perform poorly in most

cases, especially when the contamination ratio is high. This is because that

the dictionaries in these methods are generated provided that samples in the

biometric enrolment database are standard and thus are not suitable to handle

the SSPP-ce FR problem.

• Forth, it is interested to find that RHDA achieves good performance over

the three datasets, though it is a patch-based method. For example, on AR

dataset, RHDA has a huge gain over another patch-based method, i.e., SD-
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MME, from 23.1% to 42.4%, as the ratio increases from 10% to 90%. More-

over, RHDA even acquires close results to SGL on CAS-PEAL dataset. The

plausible reason is that the Fisher-like criterion in RHDA can extract highly

discriminant information from contaminated local patches and the joint ma-

jority voting strategy also has fault tolerance mechanism for identification,

thus enhancing the robustness against contaminations in enrolment samples.

• Fifth, SDMME performs comparatively with the baseline SRC and CRC,

which indicates that the patch-based SDMME is not suitable to handle the

challenging SSPP-ce FR problem.

4.5 Summary

This paper has proposed a new generic learning method called SGL, which is the

first attempt to study the new and challenging SSPP-ce FR problem. SGL has pre-

sented a synergistic prototype learning plus variation dictionary learning framework

to better use the P+V model, compared with the state-of-the-art generic learning

methods that only focus on generating variation dictionary. Experiments on various

benchmark face datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed SGL

method for SSPP-ce FR.

Even though SGL achieves promising performance for SSPP-ce FR, there still

exist two challenges in prototype learning. First, SGL learns better prototypes for

contaminated enrolment samples by separating the nuisance variations and preserv-

ing the more discriminative subject-specific portions. Since this learning process is

based on the linear FIFR, some nonlinear facial variations (e.g., expressions and pos-

es) may not be successfully removed under the circumstances. Second, when some

crucial regions (e.g., eyes) in the enrolment sample are corrupted, it is quite difficult

to recover the original ones precisely, as these regions of the person are probably not

included in the auxiliary generic set for learning the corresponding representation

bases. We will leave the study of the two issues as the future research work.
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Chapter 5

Iterative Dynamic Generic

Learning (IDGL) for SSPP-ce FR

This chapter proposes a new generic learning method called IDGL, to address the

limitations in SGL and thus better handling the SSPP-ce FR problem. IDGL is

also based on the “learned P + learned V” framework. However, rather than using

the linear-based FIFR to recover prototypes for contaminated enrolment samples

like SGL, IDGL constructs a dynamic label-feedback network to update prototypes

iteratively, and effectively employ the supplementary information in probe set to en-

hance the correctness of the learned prototypes. Furthermore, IDGL proposes a new

“sample-specific” corruption strategy to learn a representative variation dictionary.

5.1 Introduction

Although SGL in Chapter 4 has shown to achieve better performance than the

existing generic learning methods such as SSRC and SVDL for SSPP-ce FR, there

still exist two limitations in its prototype learning phase:

1. The linear-based FIFR in SGL is unable to remove non-linear facial variations

(e.g., expressions and poses) in contaminated enrolment samples.

2. If some crucial regions (e.g., eyes) in enrolment samples are corrupted, the
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learned prototypes using the generic set with persons of not interests may not

represent the enrolment persons correctly because the individual information

of the enrolment persons are not included in the generic set.

As a result, when facing with complex situations where enrolment samples con-

tain non-linear facial variations or crucial regions in these samples are corrupted,

SGL is incapable to recover the prototypes accurately, and will also suffer serious

performance degradation like other generic learning methods.

Recently, one related work called semi-supervised sparse representation based

classification (S3RC) [21] has been proposed to address the SSPP-ce FR problem.

In S3RC, the prototypes are estimated by the Gaussian mean for both the labeled

enrolment and unlabeled probe samples via a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Al-

though the estimated prototypes in S3RC can alleviate the contaminations to some

extent, their qualities depend heavily on the semi-supervised clustering accuracy

of GMM, which can be sensitive to large variations (e.g., shadows) in enrolment

samples. In addition, S3RC directly uses the unrepresentative variation dictionary

generated by SSRC, which is unfavorable for reconstructing probe samples. There-

fore, S3RC is still not optimal for SSPP-ce FR. In a nutshell, the performance of

SSPP-ce FR using the existing methods are limited and needs to be improved.

To handle the SSPP-ce FR problems under complex environments, we propose

the IDGL method. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, IDGL constructs a dynamic label

feedback network to update proper prototypes for contaminated enrolment samples

as well as to estimate labels for probe samples. To be specific, the network in-

cludes two iterative learning stages: prototype learning via SSLRR and P+V based

label estimation. In Stage I, with the labeled enrolment and unlabeled probe sets,

we present a semi-supervised low-rank representation (SSLRR) framework to learn

neutral prototypes to represent the persons by recovering the low-rank part (LRP)

of each contaminated enrolment sample. In Stage II, rather than simply subtracting

the average face, we introduce a new “sample-specific” corruption strategy to learn

a representative variation dictionary from an auxiliary generic set, which can avoid
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Fig. 5.1: The flowchart of IDGL. XG and XQ denote the labeled enrolment and

unlabeled probe sets, respectively, and Y is the label indicator matrix.

the important variation details being subtracted. Then, with the learned variation

dictionary and learned prototypes in Stage I, we could estimate the labels for probe

samples, to further update the prototype learning process. In a dynamic updat-

ing manner, the estimated probe labels will be used as the feedbacks to modify

the semi-supervised graph in the SSLRR of Stage I, so as to update new and bet-

ter prototypes. Benefiting from the positive dynamic network, 1) the quality and

correctness of the learned prototypes are enhanced as both linear and non-linear

variations are gradually decreased and the useful probe information is effectively

employed; and 2) the accuracy of the estimated labels is improved iteratively owing

to the constantly enhanced prototypes.

It is worth noting that, after recovering proper prototypes for the contaminat-

ed enrolment database, IDGL can also be applicable in an inductive scenario for

online identification. That is, when a new unlabeled probe sample comes, it will

be directly fed into the learned prototypes plus learned variation dictionary (i.e.,

learned P + learned V) model for label estimation, which is prone to real-time face

retrieval scenarios. Experiments on AR, E-YaleB, Multi-PIE, FERET and CAS-

PEAL benchmark datasets will verify the effectiveness of IDGL in both transductive

and inductive settings.

Deep learning-based methods such as VGG-face [45] and DeepID series [55, 53,

54] have achieved premier accuracies in MSPP FR and face verification. Although

the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in these methods cannot be directly ap-

plied to SSPP-se/SSPP-ce FR because the single training sample per person in the
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enrolment database is insufficient to train the mass of parameters in the deep neural

networks, there have appeared some works [44, 79, 19, 66] lately to address the SSPP

FR problem by employing the pre-trained neural networks to extract high-semantic

features. For example, Parchami et al. [44] and Yang et al. [79] used the convolu-

tional neural networks (CNNs) to extract the deep learning-based features of input

images (or image patches), and collected external face samples in the web to train

the networks in advance, which could benefit the generalization ability of the deep

model. Motivated by these, we further incorporate the proposed IDGL with the

deep learning-based features for the enrolment and probe samples, to verify the fea-

sibility and generalization of IDGL for practical SSPP-ce FR under unconstrained

environments.

The contributions of this chapter are highlighted below:

• This chapter proposes a novel IDGL by developing a iterative dynamic label

feedback network, to address the limitations in SGL and thus better handling

the SSPP-ce FR problem.

• This chapter presents a new way to learn a more representative variation

dictionary for the P+V model, compared with the existing generic learning

methods.

• This chapter provides a feasible way to enhance the performance of IDGL

under unconstrained environments by combining it with the deep learning-

based features.

5.2 Preliminaries

5.2.1 Basic Notations

Let X = [XG,XQ] = [x1, · · · ,xm,xm+1, · · · ,xn] ∈ <d×n be the sample set matrix,

where XG = {xi|mi=1} and XQ = {xi|ni=m+1} are the labeled enrolment database

(i.e., gallery set) and unlabeled probe (i.e., query) set, respectively. The labels of
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labeled samples are denoted as yi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , c}, where c is the total number of

classes. In SSPP FR, each person has only one single sample, thus m is initialized

as c. The label indicator binary matrix Y = [Y1; Y2; · · · ; Yn] ∈ <n×c is defined

as follows: if xi has label yi = j, Yij = 1; otherwise, Yij = 0. The introduced

auxiliary generic data matrix is defined as A = [A1, · · · ,As] = [a1, · · · , aS] ∈ <d×S

(S = sT ), with s persons not of interest and each having T different variations, Ai =

[a(i−1)·T+1, · · · , ai·T ] is the generic subsect of the ith person. The prototypes and the

variation dictionary learned in our IDGL are denoted as P and V, respectively.

5.2.2 Low-rank Representation

Low-rank representation (LRR) jointly learns a lowest-rank representation that can

uncover the intrinsic subspaces of data [35]. The objective function of LRR is

formulated as follows:

min
Z,E

rank(Z) + β||E||2,0, s.t. X = DZ + E, (5.2.1)

where X, D, Z, and E denote the data matrix, representation dictionary, recon-

struction coefficient matrix and noise matrix, respectively, rank(Z) is the rank of

Z, and ||E||2,0 models the sample-specific corruptions and outliers.

Usually, when solving the problem in Eq. (5.2.1), the representation dictionary

A is chosen by the data matrix itself, i.e., X, rank(Z) is approximated by ||Z||∗,

and ||E||2,0 is relaxed as ||E||2,1. Thus, Eq. (5.2.1) can be rewritten as follows:

min
Z,E
||Z||∗ + β||E||2,1, s.t. X = XZ + E, (5.2.2)

where XZ can be treated as the invariant low-rank part of the original data X, while

the rest part of X, i.e., E, represents the variant part depicting the sample-specific

corruptions.
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5.2.3 Graph based Semi-Supervised Learning

Graph based semi-supervised learning (GSSL) is proposed to handle the awful situ-

ation of limited labeled samples and richer yet unlabeled samples for label propaga-

tion [95]. In GSSL, labeled and unlabeled samples are treated as nodes in a graph,

and the edge between every two nodes is weighted by the affinity between them.

Then the label information of these labeled samples can be effectively propagated

to the unlabeled samples throughout the graph.

Local and global consistency (LGC) [88] and Gaussian fields and harmonic func-

tions (GFHF) [94] are two fundamental GSSL methods. Let G = {X,S} denote

an undirected weighted graph with vertex set X = XG, XQ ∈ <d×n and similarity

matrix S ∈ <n×n, where Sij represents the weight of a pair of vertices in graph G.

The graph Laplacian matrix L ∈ <n×n is denoted as L = M − S, where M is a

diagonal matrix with Mii = ΣjSij. As shown in [94, 88, 40, 86], LGC and GFHF

minimize the following objective functions OLGC(F) and OGFHF (F), respectively

OLGC(F) =
1

2

n∑
i,j=1

||F(i, :)√
Mii

− F(j, :)√
Mjj

||22Sij + λ
m∑
i=1

||F(i, :)−Y(i, :)||22 (5.2.3)

OGFHF (F) =
1

2

n∑
i,j=1

||F(i, :)− F(j, :)||22Si,j + λ∞

m∑
i=1

||F(i, :)−Y(i, :)||22 (5.2.4)

where F ∈ <n×c denote the prediction label matrix, λ is a balance parameter and

λ∞ is a large number to keep Fi close to Yi when i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. In general,

the objective functions OLGC(F) and OGFHF (F) can be converted into the same

formulation as follows:

min
F

Tr(F′RF) + Tr(F−Y)′U(F−Y) (5.2.5)

where R = M−1
2LM

1
2 and U is a diagonal matrix with all elements as λ in LGC,

while R = L and U is also a diagonal matrix with the first m and the rest n −m

as λ∞ and 0, respectively, in GFHF.
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5.3 The Proposed Method

IDGL is presented in two iterative dynamic learning stages: prototype learning via

SSLRR and P+V based label estimation. The flowchart of IDGL is illustrated in

Fig. 5.1.

5.3.1 Stage I: Prototype Learning via SSLRR

In practice, it is observed that a face sample of one person is composed of 1) an in-

variant low-rank part (LRP) characterizing the neutral prototype of the person, and

2) the “sample-specific” corruptions representing the intra-personal variants. Hence,

in this stage, we attempt to learn proper prototypes for contaminated samples in the

biometric enrolment database, by extracting their LRPs through low-rank represen-

tation (LRR). However, in SSPP FR, the enrolment database only contains single

training sample for each person, which makes the existing unsupervised LRR-based

methods fail to work in this case due to the extreme lack of training samples. Based

on this consideration, we thus introduce the unlabeled probe set into the SSPP-

based enrolment database, and present a compact SSLRR framework for prototype

learning as follows:

min
F,Z,E

n∑
i,j=1

||F(i, :)− F(j, :)||22Zij + λ1

m∑
i=1

||F(i, :)−Y(i, :)||22

+ α||Z||∗ + β||E||2,1

s.t. X = XZ + E,

(5.3.6)

where the first and second terms encourage the predicted label matrix F ∈ <n×c to

capture both the label fitness and the manifold smoothness on the semi-supervised

graph [94]. ||Z||∗ captures the low-rank structure of image data X, and E2,1 encour-

ages the columns of E to be zero provided that the noise is “sample-specific”. λ1, α

and β are the balanced parameters.

The problem in Eq. (5.3.6) can be solved based on the alternating direction

method of multipliers (ADMM) technique [33]. However, due to the high dimen-
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Algorithm 3 IDGL Stage I: SSLRR

Input: Factorized data matrix: Xr ∈ <r×n, Y ∈ <n×c, U ∈ <n×n; Parameters:
λ1, α, β > 0

1: Initialization: Z0 = S0 = E0
r = F0 = Λ0

1 = Λ0
2 = O; µ0 = 0.11, µmax = 106,

ρ0 = 1.1, ε1 = ε2 = 10−6, η = ||Xr||2F , k = 0
2: while ||Xr − XrZ

k − Ekr ||F/||Xr||F > ε1 or µk max(
√
η||Zk − Zk−1||F , ||Fk −

Fk−1||F , ||Ek
r − Ek−1

r ||F , ||Sk − Sk−1||F ) > ε2 do
3: Fix Fk, Ek

r , Sk and update Zk+1 via Eq. (5.3.11)
4: Fix Zk+1, Ek

r , Sk and update Fk+1 via Eq. (5.3.12)
5: Fix Zk+1, Fk+1, Sk and update Ek+1

r via Eq. (5.3.13)
6: Fix Zk+1, Ek+1

r , Fk+1 and update Sk+1 via Eq. (5.3.14)
7: Update the multipliers Λ1 and Λ2 as follows:

Λk+1
1 ← Λk

1 + µk(Xr −XrZ
k+1 − Ek+1

r )

Λk+1
2 ← Λk

2 + µk(Zk+1 − Sk+1)

8: Update the parameter µ as follows:

µk+1 = min(µmax, ρµk)

ρ =

{
ρ0 if µkmax(

√
η||Zk+1 − Zk||F , ||Fk+1 − Fk||F ,

||Ek+1
r −Ekr ||F , ||Sk+1 − Sk||F ) ≤ ε2

1 Otherwise.

9: Update k: k ← k + 1.
10: end while
Output: An optimal solution {F∗,Z∗,E∗r,S∗}

sionality of the original data, it is always time-consuming to compute the solution for

Eq. (5.3.6). Thus, analogous to the work in [72], we present an equivalent problem

with the low-rank factorization and offer a faster solution for Eq. (5.3.6) without

performance loss.

Specifically, we first factorize the original data X via the skinny singular value

decomposition (SVD) as

X = WrΣrH
′
r, (5.3.7)

where Σr = diag(σ1, · · · , σr) is a diagonal matrix with r (r � d) positive singular

values in a descending order, Wr ∈ <d×r and Hr ∈ <n×r are two column-wise

orthogonal matrices with W′
rWr = H′rHr = I satisfied. Let Xr = ΣrH

′
r, then Eq.
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(5.3.6) can be converted to a factorized problem as

min
F,Z,Er

n∑
i,j=1

||F(i, :)− F(j, :)||22Zij + λ1

m∑
i=1

||F(i, :)−Y(i, :)||22

+ α||Z||∗ + β||Er||2,1

s.t. Xr = XrZ + Er.

(5.3.8)

It is easy to prove that ||E||2,1 = ||X − XZ||2,1 = ||Wr(Xr − XrZ)||2,1 = ||Xr −

XrZ||2,1 = ||Er||2,1 according to [72], and thus the objective functions of Eq. (5.3.6)

and Eq. (5.3.8) can be equivalent. For Eq. (5.3.6), the solution {F,Z} is unchanged

in Eq. (5.3.8), and E can be computed by E = WrEr.

To solve Eq. (5.3.8), we introduce an auxiliary variable, i.e., S, and convert Eq.

(5.3.8) to the following problem:

min
F,Z,Er,S

n∑
i,j=1

||F(i, :)− F(j, :)||22Sij + Tr((F−Y)′U(F−Y))

+ α||Z||∗ + β||Er||2,1

s.t. Xr = XrZ + Er,Z = S,

(5.3.9)

where U ∈ <n×n is a diagonal matrix with the first m and the rest n−m diagonal

elements as λ1 and 0, respectively. Then, we can obtain the augmented Lagrangian

function of Eq. (5.3.9) as follows:

L(Z,F,Er,S,Λ1,Λ2, µ)

=
n∑

i,j=1

||F(i, :)− F(j, :)||22Sij + Tr((F−Y)′U(F−Y))

+ α||Z||∗ + β||Er||2,1 +Q(Z,Er,S,Λ1,Λ2, µ)

− 1
2µ

(||Λ1||2F + ||Λ2||2F )

(5.3.10)

where µ ≥ 0 is a penalty parameter, Λ1, Λ2 are two Lagrange multipliers, and

Q(Z,Er,S,Λ1,Λ2, µ) = µ/2(||Xr −XrZ− Er + Λ1/µ||2F + ||Z− S + Λ2/µ||2F ).

We then update the variables Z, F, Er and S alternately, by minimizing L with
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other variables fixed. With some algebra, the updating rules for Z, F, Er and S are

as follows:

Zk+1 = arg min
Z

α||Z||∗

+ 〈∇ZQ(Zk,Ek
r ,S

k,Λk
1,Λ

k
2, µ

k),Xr −XrZ− Er〉

+ ηµk

2
||Z− Zk||2F

= arg min
Z

α||Z||∗ + η1µk

2
||Z− Zk

+∇ZQ(Zk,Ek
r ,S

k,Λk
1,Λ

k
2, µ

k)/η||2F

=D α
ηµk

(Zk −∇ZQ(Zk,Ek
r ,S

k,Λk
1,Λ

k
2, µ

k)/η) (5.3.11)

Fk+1 = arg min
F

n∑
i,j=1

||F(i, :)− F(j, :)||22Skij + Tr((F−Y)′U(F−Y))

= arg min
F

Tr(F′LkF) + Tr((F−Y)′U(F−Y))

=(Lk + U)−1UY (5.3.12)

Ek+1
r = arg min

Er

β||Er||2,1 + µk

2
||Xr −XrZ

k+1 + Λk
1/µ

k − Er||2F

=Ω β
µk

(Xr −XrZ
k+1 + Λk

1/µ
k) (5.3.13)

Sk+1 = arg min
S

n∑
i,j=1

||F(i, :)k+1 − F(j, :)k+1||22Sij

+ µk

2
||S− (Zk+1 + Λk

2/µ
k)||2F (5.3.14)

where η = ||Xr||2F , ∇ZQ is the partial differential of Q w.r.t. Z, i.e., ∇ZQ =

−X′r(Xr −XrZ
k − Ek

r + Λk
1/µ

k) + (Zk − Sk + Λk
2/µ

k). L ∈ <n×n in Eq. (5.3.12) is

the graph Laplacian matrix and computed as Lk = Mk−Sk, where Mk
ii = ΣjS

k
ij. D

and Ω are the singular value thresholding [8] and l2,1 minimization operators [35],

respectively. Eq. (5.3.14) is solved by decomposing it into n independent sub-

problems as

arg min
Si

STi Hi + µk

2
||Si − (Zk+1

i + Λk
2/µ

k)||22, (5.3.15)
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Fig. 5.2: Convergence process for Algorithm 3 on AR dataset.

with each having a closed-form solution as follows:

Si = Zk+1
i + (Λk

2 −Hi)/µ
k, (5.3.16)

where H is a n by n matrix whose values are defined as Hij = 1
2
||F(i, :)k+1 − F(j, :

)k+1||22, and Si and Hi are the i-th (i = 1, · · · , n) columns of matrices S and H,

respectively. The algorithm for SSLRR is outlined in Algorithm 3.

It is nontrivial to theoretically prove the convergence for Algorithm 3, as the

SSLRR involves four iterating variables, i.e., {F,Z,Er,S}, and the objective func-

tion in Eq. (5.3.9) is not smooth. However, according to [35, 16], Algorithm 3

is expected to have good convergence property under mild conditions as follows:

1) The residual ||(Fk,Zk,Ek
r ,S

k) − (F∗,Z∗,E∗r,S
∗)||2F is monotonically decreasing

in each iteration, 2) µ is upper bounded, and 3) the representation dictionary, i.e.,

X, is of full column rank. In our algorithm, conditions 1 and 2 can be satisfied by

lines 3-6 and line 8, respectively, to some extent, and condition 3 is easy to obey

by using the orthogonal basis of X in practice. Moreover, we empirically study the

convergence of Algorithm 3 and show its convergence process on AR dataset in

Fig. 5.2, where it can be observed that Algorithm 3 converges gradually.
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Algorithm 4 IDGL Stage I: Prototype Learning

Input: X ∈ <d×n, F∗ ∈ <n×c, and Z∗ ∈ <n×n
1: Initialization: P = O, Ftemp ∈ <n×c = O

2: for i = 1 : n do

3: k = arg maxk F∗(i, :)

4: Ftemp(i, k) = 1

5: end for

6: for j = 1 : c do

7: for i = 1 : n do

8: if Ftemp(i, j) == 1 then

9: Pj = Pj + X(:, i)× Z∗(i, j)

10: end if

11: end for

12: end for

Output: Learned prototype set: P = [P1, · · · ,Pc] ∈ <d×n

After running Algorithm 3, the optimal solution of Eq. (5.3.6) can be obtained

by letting F = F∗, Z = Z∗, and E = WrE
∗
r. Subsequently, the recovered prototype

Pi for the i-th person in the contaminated enrolment database can be calculated from

XZ∗ w.r.t. the samples predicted as the i-th person. Accordingly, the prototype

learning is presented in Algorithm 4, which enables the learned prototypes to

correctly represent the target persons.

5.3.2 Stage II: P+V based Label Estimation

Variation Dictionary Learning

We present a new way to learn a representative variation dictionary V from the

auxiliary generic set A. Different from the existing methods that simply treat

average face as the neutral image and subtract average face from generic samples

to generate variations, our method models the neutral image by the class-specific

low-rank part (LRP) and uses the rest part (i.e., sample-specific corruptions) as the

variations. The LRP is more suitable to represent the neutral image than the average

face, and enables the important variation details not to be subtracted. Specifically,

for each generic subset of the i-th class, i.e., Ai ∈ <d×T , we solve the following
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Fig. 5.3: Illustration of the learned variation dictionary of the generic

samples from one person on AR dataset.

LRR-based optimization problem:

min
Li,Vi

||Li||∗ + λ2||Vi||2,1, s.t. Ai = AiLi + Vi, (5.3.17)

where AiLi describe the LRPs of generic samples for the i-th class, and Vi model

the “sample-specific” corruptions that can be treated as the intra-class variations.

Hence, the learned variation dictionary V is formed as

V = [V1, · · · ,Vs] ∈ <d×S. (5.3.18)

Fig. 5.3 illustrates the learned variation dictionary of generic samples from one

person on AR dataset, where we observe that it has intuitive explanations and can

well characterize the variations such as expressions, lightings and disguises (i.e.,

wearing sunglasses and scarf).

Label Estimation

Based on the learned variation dictionary V and the learned prototypes P in Stage I,

we then perform label estimation for the probe set, i.e., XQ = {xi|ni=c+1}. Specifical-

ly, for each probe sample xi, we solve the P+V model based minimization problem

as follows: θ∗
ϕ∗

 = arg min
θ,ϕ

∥∥∥xi − [P V]

θ
ϕ

∥∥∥2
2

+ λ3

∥∥∥
θ
ϕ

∥∥∥
1
, (5.3.19)
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Algorithm 5 IDGL Method

Input: X = [XG,XQ] ∈ <d×n, Y ∈ <n×c, U ∈ <n×n; λ1, λ2, λ3, α, β, tmax > 0

1: repeat

2: Stage I: Learning prototypes P via Algorithm 1-2

3: Stage II: Learning variation dictionary V in Eq. (5.3.17)-(5.3.18)

4: Estimating label(XQ) in Eq. (5.3.19)-(5.3.21)

5: Updating Y through label(XQ)

6: until tmax is reached or label(XQ) is not changed between two successive itera-

tions

Output: Estimated labels for the probe set, i.e., label(XQ)

where θ ∈ <c×1 andϕ ∈ <S×1 denote the coefficient vectors of P and V, respectively,

λ3 is a regularization parameter. Eq. (5.3.19) is solved via the basis pursuit de-

nosing (BPDN)-homotopy algorithm [14]. Next, we compute the residual for each

class k = 1, · · · , c by

rk(xi) =
∥∥∥xi − [P V]

δk(θ∗)
ϕ∗

∥∥∥2
2
, (5.3.20)

where δk(θ
∗) is a vector whose nonzero entries are the entries in θ∗ that are associated

with class k. Therefore, the label of the probe sample xi will be classified into the

class with the smallest rk(xi) as follows:

label(xi) = arg min
k

rk(xi). (5.3.21)

5.3.3 Dynamic Label Feedback

After obtaining the estimated labels for the probe set, i.e., label(XQ), in Stage II, we

then leverage them as the feedbacks to modify the label indicator matrix Y of the

SSLRR in Eq. (5.3.6), thus updating new prototypes P to facilitate the next round

of P+V based label estimation. This dynamic learning process will be terminated

when the maximum number of iterations tmax is reached or label(XQ) is not changed

between two successive iterations. In a summary, the complete algorithm of IDGL
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Fig. 5.4: Illustration of a contaminated enrolment sample wearing sunglasses on

AR dataset and its learned prototype for each iteration in IDGL.

is presented in Algorithm 5. It is worth mentioning that, line 3 in Algorithm

5 only needs to be executed once in the first iteration, because the learned variation

dictionary can be shared in later iterations.

With the iterative dynamic network in IDGL, the estimated labels for probe sam-

ples will be more and more accurate owing to the consistently improved prototypes.

For better understanding, we select a contaminated enrolment sample wearing sun-

glasses on AR dataset, and illustrate its learned prototype for each iteration in Fig.

5.4. It can be observed that, IDGL converges fast after just 5 iterations. Besides, as

the number of iterations increases, the disguise of sunglasses in the enrolment sam-

ple can be removed gradually, thus making the learned prototype better represent

the target person.

It is worth noting that, after recovering proper prototypes for the contaminated

biometric enrolment database, our IDGL can be further extended to an inductive

scenario for online identification. For instance, when a new unlabeled probe sample

comes, it does not need to join the iterative dynamic loop but can be directly fed

into the learned P + learned V model in Eq. (5.3.19)-(5.3.21) for label estimation,

which is real-time and prone to practical face retrieval applications.

5.3.4 Computational Complexity Analysis

In IDGL, there are two iterative dynamic learning stages including prototype learn-

ing via SSLRR and P+V based label estimation. In stage I of IDGL, the major

computational cost is the solving of SSLRR in Algorithm 3. Let r be the rank of

X and τ be the number of iterations in SSLRR, then the time complexity for Algo-
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rithm 3 can be O(τ(nr2 +n3 +n2r)). In stage II of IDGL, the variation dictionary

learning in Eq. (5.3.17)-(5.3.18) requires O(sd3) [33], and the time complexity for

solving Eq. (5.3.19) is O(τ1d
2n + τ1d(c + S)n) [75], where τ1 is the number of iter-

ations for BPDN-homotopy. In a summary, the total time complexity for IDGL is

O(tmaxτn
3 + tmaxτ1dn(d + S) + sd3) (r < n, c � S). Besides, the memory cost for

IDGL can be O(d(n+ S)).

5.3.5 Comparison Between IDGL and SGL

The similarity between IDGL and SGL in Chapter 4 is that the two methods are

both based on our proposed “learned P + learn V” framework, which both performs

prototype learning and variation dictionary and makes the learned prototypes and

learned variation dictionary work collaboratively for SSPP-ce FR. However, there

also exist significant differences between IDGL and SGL, which can be summarized

into two aspects:

(i) IDGL and SGL are based on two different assumptions about the face compo-

sition, and thus use different ways to perform prototype learning and variation

dictionary learning.

• In SGL, a face is assumed to be composed of 1) a more discriminative

person-specific portion capturing individual uniqueness and 2) a less dis-

criminative intra-personal variant shard by different subjects. Therefore,

SGL learns prototypes for contaminated enrolment samples by preserving

the MDPs while learns variation dictionary by extracting the LDPs from

an auxiliary generic set, on account of a linear-based FIFR.

• In IDGL, a face is assumed to be composed of 1) an invariant LRP char-

acterizing the neutral prototype of the person, and 2) the corruptions

representing the intra-personal variants. In the case, a dynamic label-

feedback network is developed to update prototypes for contaminated

enrolment samples iteratively by recovering the LRPs via an SSLRR, and
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a new “sample-specific” corruption strategy is presented to learn variation

dictionary from the generic set. Compared with the linear-based FIFR

in SGL, the new ways of learning prototypes and variation dictionary

learning in IDGL can better handle the non-linear variations.

(ii) Second, the prototype learning in SGL is with the aid of the learned repre-

sentation bases from the auxiliary generic set, which may cause the learned

prototypes to represent the target enrolment persons incorrectly, especially

in the cases when some crucial regions (e.g., eyes) are corrupted. While in

IDGL, the prototype learning is with the aid of some antecedent probe sam-

ples, which can enhance the correctness of the learned prototypes to represent

the enrolment persons.

5.4 Experiments

This section includes four experimental parts to evaluate the performance of the

proposed IDGL method as follows:

1. In Subsection 5.4.1, we verify the effectiveness of the learned variation dic-

tionary in IDGL model, and compare its performance with that of the state-

of-the-art variation dictionary learning methods on AR, E-YaleB, Multi-PIE,

CAS-PEAL, and FERET datasets.

2. In Subsection 5.4.2, we evaluate the performance of IDGL for SSPP-ce FR

on the above five benchmark datasets, in both transductive and inductive

settings.

3. In Subsection 5.4.3, we investigate the contributions of the learned prototypes

and learned variation dictionary in IDGL model, respectively, when addressing

the SSPP-ce FR problem.

4. In Subsection 5.4.4, motivated by the success of deep learning in FR [30, 1],

we further evaluate the performance of IDGL by combining it with the deep
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learning-based features on the more challenging FRGC v2.0 dataset and the

unconstrained LFW dataset.

5.4.1 Evaluation of the Learned Variation Dictionary

This subsection validates the effectiveness of the learned variation dictionary in

IDGL model. Specifically, we follow the setting of SSPP-se FR, and choose unoc-

cluded neutral faces to build the standard biometric enrolment database. In the

experiment, our learned variation dictionary in IDGL is denoted as Dict-IDGL,

and the prototype learning via SSLRR stage has not been used in the case for a fair

comparison. Subsequently, we evaluate the performance of Dict-IDGL under various

probe variations on AR, E-YaleB, Multi-PIE, FERET and CAS-PEAL datasets.

On AR dataset, we randomly select 50 persons from Session-I for evaluation,

and choose another 50 persons as the generic set for generic learning methods. The

neutral images of all evaluated persons are used to build the biometric enrolment

database, and the rest 12 images are formed as 5 probe sets (expression, illumi-

nation, illumination+sunglasses, illumination+scarf and disguises). Moreover, we

also leverage the face images from Session-II for testing. On E-YaleB dataset, the

first 20 persons are used for evaluation, and the rest 18 persons are used for generic

learning. The first image of each person in Subset 1 (lighting angle: 0◦-12◦) is cho-

sen as enrolment sample, and Subsets 2-5 form 4 probe sets with different lighting

angles. On Multi-PIE dataset, we select 120 persons in expression subset across 4

different sessions, where the first 80 persons are used for evaluation while the rest 40

persons are used for generic learning. The neutral image of each person in Session

1 is used as enrolment sample, while the rest 9 images in Session 2-4 form 3 probe

sets. On FERET dataset, we select 200 persons from seven subsets (ba, bj, bk, bd,

bf and bg) including variations of poses, illuminations and expressions. We use the

first 100 persons for evaluation, while the rest 100 persons are chosen as the generic

set. The neutral images of the evaluated persons are used as enrolment samples,

and the rest 6 images are formed as 3 probe sets. On CAS-PEAL dataset, we use
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Table 5.1: Dataset configuration.

Dataset Dimension Evaluated persons Generic persons
AR 2304 (48×48) 50 50
E-YaleB 2304 (48×48) 20 18
Multi-PIE 2304 (48×48) 80 40
FERET 2304 (48×48) 100 100
CAS-PEAL 2304 (48×48) 100 100

200 persons from the Normal and the Accessory categories, thus each person has 1

neutral image, and 6 images wearing different glasses and hats. The first 100 persons

and the rest 100 ones are used for evaluation and generic learning, respectively. The

neutral images of the evaluated persons are used as enrolment samples, and the rest

6 images are formed as 2 probe sets (glasses and hats). The configurations of the

five tested datasets are listed in Table 5.1.

We select 4 representative methods for comparison, including the baseline S-

RC [91], and 2 state-of-the-art variation dictionary learning methods, i.e., SSR-

C [10, 24] and SVDL [78], and the proposed Dict-SGL in Chapter 4. For S-

RC and SSRC, the values of the regularization parameter λ are searched from

{0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1} to achieve the best results over five tested datasets.

For SVDL, the parameters λ1, λ2 and λ3 are set to be 0.001, 0.01 and 0.0001, re-

spectively, according to the suggestion in [78]. For Dict-SGL, the parameters γ̂,

λ, and ρ are empirically set to be 0.001, 0.001, and {0.3, 0.5}, respectively. As to

Dict-IDGL, the only related parameter is λ2 in Eq. (5.3.17), and is empirically set

as 0.05.

Table 5.2 lists the accuracies of all the methods over five tested datasets. It

can be seen that, Dict-IDGL consistently outperforms the other variation dictio-

nary learning methods including Dict-SGL, SVDL and SSRC in almost all cases.

For example, it delivers 6.6%, 6.1%, 3.3%, 5.2% and 7.4% improvements on average

over SSRC on AR, E-YaleB, Multi-PIE, FERET and CAS-PEAL, respectively. The

superior performance of Dict-IDGL on the above five tested datasets demonstrate

the effectiveness and rationality of the proposed new way of learning variation dictio-

nary in IDGL. Dict-SGL achieves the second best results on AR, E-YalB, Multi-PIE
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Table 5.2: Recognition rates (%) of different methods on the AR, E-YaleB,

MultiPIE, FERET and CAS-PEAL benchmark datasets for SSPP-se FR.

Probe set SRC SSRC SVDL
Dict-
SGL

Dict-
IDGL

AR

Session-I: Expression 84.0 87.7 89.3 92.7 96.7
Session-I: Illumination 74.0 94.7 95.0 99.3 98.0
Session-I: Ill.+Sunglasses 41.3 86.7 86.7 91.3 92.7
Session-I: Ill.+Scarf 26.7 77.0 78.7 86.0 86.7
Session-I: Disguise 36.0 81.0 87.0 90.0 90.0
Session-II: Expression 62.0 73.7 74.0 78.0 80.0
Session-II: Illumination 42.7 81.0 84.7 88.7 87.3
Session-II: Ill.+Sunglasses 21.3 64.3 68.7 72.0 72.7
Session-II: Ill.+Scarf 16.0 60.3 65.3 70.3 70.7
Session-II: Disguise 26.0 68.0 70.0 75.0 75.0
Average 43.0 77.4 79.9 84.3 85.0

E-YaleB

Subset 2 (13◦-25◦) 96.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Subset 3 (26◦-50◦) 56.7 97.3 98.6 100.0 99.2
Subset 4 (51◦-77◦) 15.0 69.3 71.1 78.9 79.6
Subset 5 (>77◦) 7.6 18.9 20.8 24.7 31.0
Average 44.0 71.4 72.6 75.9 77.5

Multi-PIE

Session 2 55.4 75.0 73.8 75.0 75.8
Session 3 53.8 72.1 65.8 71.7 77.5
Session 4 56.7 68.3 66.7 69.2 72.1
Average 55.3 71.8 68.8 72.0 75.1

FERET

Expression 75.0 82.0 85.0 81.2 89.0
Illumination 72.0 79.0 82.0 76.9 87.0
Poses 38.5 60.7 56.0 37.2 61.3
Average 61.8 73.9 74.3 65.1 79.1

CAS-PEAL
Accessory: Glasses 90.3 94.3 95.7 97.3 97.0
Accessory: Hats 54.0 64.3 68.9 72.0 76.3
Average 72.2 79.3 82.3 84.7 86.7

and CAS-PEAL. However, we are interested to find that Dict-SGL performs poor

on FERET dataset, especially under the variations of poses. The results verify that

the FIFR in Dict-SGL cannot well extract non-linear variations from the generic set.

Besides, SVDL is based on the generated variation dictionary in SSRC but addition-

ally uses the relationships between the enrolment and generic samples, thus SVDL

achieves better performance than SSRC in most cases. The baseline SRC is not com-

petitive with the variation dictionary learning methods such as SSRC and SVDL,

and performs much worse than our Dict-IDGL, which explains the importance of

introducing auxiliary variation dictionary for SSPP FR.

5.4.2 Evaluation of IDGL on SSPP-ce FR

This subsection evaluates the performance of our IDGL for SSPP-ce FR on AR, E-

YaleB, Multi-PIE, FERET and CAS-PEAL benchmark datasets. In this subsection,

the prototype learning via SSLRR stage is involved in IDGL model, since the enrol-
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ment samples can be contaminated by nuisance variations in this scenario. All the

experiments are performed in both transductive and inductive settings as follows:

• Transductive: In this setting, the data is partitioned into two parts, i.e., the

labeled enrolment sample and the unlabeled probe samples. For each tested

dataset, we randomly select a contaminated sample of each person as the en-

rolment sample, and use all the rest samples for recognition. For example, on

AR dataset, we select the contaminated sample from the expression, illumina-

tion, illumination+sunglasses, illumination+scarf and disguises subsets, and

use the rest 12 samples for recognition.

• Inductive: In this setting, the unlabeled probe samples are further divided

into two equal parts, i.e., half of the probe samples are reserved to join the

iterative dynamic network in IDGL, while the rest half are split as the new

probe samples for recognition. In this case, we only focus on the performance

on the new probe samples.

Note that, the transuctive setting is an ideal situation provided that the whole probe

set can be obtained in advance. In contrast, the inductive setting is closer to real-

world face retrieval scenarios, because only few probe samples can be collected for

batch processing and are used to help recover proper prototypes. In both transduc-

tive and inductive settings, we randomly construct 5 biometric enrolment databases

with the contamination ratios of 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90%, respectively, for

each dataset. The partitions of the evaluated and generic persons on these datasets

follow the configurations in Table 5.1. We repeat the experiment 5 times and report

the average results.

We choose 7 representative methods for comparison, including two patch-based

methods, i.e., SDMME [36] and RHDA [42] in Chapter 3, and 5 generic learning

methods, i.e., SSRC [11, 12], SVDL [78], CPL [28], SGL [43] in Chapter 4, and the

state-of-the-art S3RC [21]. For the parameter settings, the non-overlapped patch

sizes for SDMME and RHDA are set as 8× 8 pixels. For SDMME, the l1-ls toolbox

is used to solve its l1-minimization problem in accordance with [36], and the balance
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factor λ is tuned to be 0.001. For RHDA, k1, k2, λ, δ, T1, T2 are empirically set to be

c (the number of enrolment persons), 2, 0.001, 1, 1, and 1, respectively. According to

the suggestions in [28] and [21], λ, δ1, δ2 in CPL are set as 0.01, 0.3, 3, respectively,

and λ in S3RC is set as 0.001. The parameters of SSRC, SVDL, and γ̂, λ, and ρ

in SGL are kept the same as that in Subsection 4.4.1. Moreover, considering that

SGL is incapable to handle non-linear variations (e.g., expressions and poses) in

enrolment samples, we thus choose not to perform prototype learning on Multi-PIE

and FERET datasets. Accordingly, for the rest parameter τ in SGL, it is set within

the range of 0.8 to 0.95 on AR, E-YaleB and CAS-PEAL, and is set to be 1 on

Multi-PIE and FERET, respectively. For our IDGL, λ1, α, β in Eq. (5.3.8), λ2

in Eq. (5.3.17), λ3 in Eq. (5.3.19), and tmax are set as 15, 1, 2, 0.05, 0.001, and

10, respectively, over five tested datasets. Moreover, for each iteration in IDGL,

we empirically give a penalty of β by β = β
1.2

to weaken the effect of the residual

term and thus strengthen the effect of the low-rank term ||Z||∗ for better prototype

recovering. For a fair comparison, the values of the parameters in these methods

are retained unchanged in both transductive and inductive settings.

In Fig. 5.5, we illustrate the learned prototypes for some contaminated enrolment

samples in transductive setting on AR, E-YaleB, Multi-PIE, FERET and CAS-

PEAL benchmark datasets. It is clear that our IDGL can successfully remove various

linear facial variations, especially for the shadow and disguises (e.g., sunglasses and

scarf), from the contaminated enrolment samples. Besides, even facing with the

more challenging non-linear variations such as exaggerated expressions and poses,

IDGL has also shown good robustness and acquires appropriate prototypes that can

well represent the persons.

Furthermore, considering that the comparing S3RC method also involves the

prototype learning stage, we thus compare the learned prototypes by our IDGL and

S3RC, with 9 different types of variations, i.e., expressions of laugh and disgust,

slight illumination, shadow, disguises of ordinary glasses, sunglasses, scarf and hat,

and pose. It can be observed from Fig. 5.6 that, the learned prototypes by S3RC
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(a) AR (b) E-YaleB

(c) Multi-PIE (d) FERET

(e) CAS-PEAL

Fig. 5.5: Some contaminated samples in the biometric enrolment database (left)

and the corresponding learned prototypes by IDGL (right) on (a) AR, (b) E-YaleB,

(c) Multi-PIE, (d) FERET and (e) CAS-PEAL datasets, respectively.

always contain noises and even cannot represent the correct person in a few cases

(e.g., under slight illumination and shadow). In contrast, the learned prototypes by

our IDGL look very smooth and all of them can correctly characterize the neutral

images of the target persons. This is because that, S3RC executes prototype learning

only once based on the simple GMM and the qualities of the learned prototypes

depend heavily on its clustering accuracy, while our IDGL dynamically updates the

prototypes with the label-feedback SSLRR framework, which will lead the learned

prototypes to be more reasonable and reliable.

Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 present the performance of all the involved methods in

transductive setting and inductive setting, respectively. From the two tables, we

can have the following observations:

1. As the contamination ratio increases, all the methods will suffer from perfor-

mance degradation to different extents, no matter in transductive or inductive
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Fig. 5.6: Comparisons between the learned prototypes by S3RC and the ones by our

IDGL for the contaminated enrolment samples with 9 different types of variations,

i.e., expressions of laugh and disgust, slight illumination, shadow, disguises of

ordinary glasses, sunglasses, scarf and hat, and pose.

setting.

2. IDGL still consistently outperforms the other comparing methods in all cases

over five tested datasets, and the superiority of IDGL has shown to be more

significant as the contamination ratio increases. Specifically, when the con-

tamination ratio increases from 10% to 90%, IDGL has a gain over the second

best method of this case, from 5.4% to 9.0% (4.1% to 11.5%) on AR, from

6.6% to 11.8% (6.6% to 9.3%) on E-YaleB, from 4.4% to 7.6% (4.1% to 9.6%)

on Multi-PIE, from 3.6% to 9.2% (6.3% to 7.7%) on FERET, and from 4.5%

to 4.6% (4.1% to 6.1%) on CAS-PEAL, in transductive (inductive) setting.

The superior performance of IDGL can attribute to its two advantages. On

the one hand, IDGL updates proper prototype to represent the neutral im-

age of each person, which will narrow the gap between a probe sample and

the enrolment sample of the same person but with different variations, and

meanwhile enlarge the gap between a probe sample and the enrolment sam-

ples of different persons but with the similar variation. On the other hand,

IDGL presents a new way to learn a representative variation dictionary that

can provide additive and sharable variations for reconstructing probe samples.

3. S3RC achieves better results than the generic learning methods including SS-

RC, CPL and SVDL in most cases, since S3RC tries to recover prototypes

for contaminated enrolment samples via GMM. However, S3RC still performs
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Table 5.3: Average recognition rates (%) of different methods on AR, E-YaleB,

Multi-PIE, FERET and CAS-PEAL benchmark datasets for SSPP-ce FR in transductive

setting. In the brackets, we show the improvement of our IDGL w.r.t. the second

best method in the case.

Enrolment database
Patch-based methods Generic learning methods Our method
SDMME RHDA SSRC SVDL CPL SGL S3RC IDGL

AR

10% 55.9 79.0 84.4 83.0 84.5 88.6 90.9 96.3 (↑ 5.4)
30% 47.0 74.7 80.0 73.8 73.9 86.2 89.0 93.3 (↑ 4.3)
50% 38.7 74.2 73.8 64.4 66.5 82.0 85.4 92.9 (↑ 7.5)
70% 31.0 72.9 67.1 56.3 59.7 77.0 79.4 88.3 (↑ 8.9)
90% 28.2 69.6 64.9 52.8 57.8 75.7 78.8 87.8 (↑ 9.0)

E-YaleB

10% 42.0 68.9 66.1 67.4 64.6 70.6 59.7 77.2 (↑ 6.6)
30% 37.4 57.2 61.7 57.5 56.9 64.3 52.1 74.0 (↑ 9.7)
50% 31.7 57.1 58.7 54.8 53.0 62.7 45.1 72.3 (↑ 9.6)
70% 26.2 51.8 54.5 47.7 47.2 57.1 42.2 68.1 (↑ 11.0)
90% 23.5 51.1 52.6 44.8 44.9 55.4 39.7 67.2 (↑ 11.8)

Multi-PIE

10% 59.5 71.0 66.1 67.1 65.2 67.5 71.5 75.9 (↑ 4.4)
30% 60.4 69.7 64.8 66.5 64.5 66.4 69.7 76.3 (↑ 6.6)
50% 57.5 67.2 63.8 64.8 61.8 64.9 67.8 74.4 (↑ 6.6)
70% 53.4 65.8 63.1 64.2 62.5 63.9 67.7 74.5 (↑ 6.8)
90% 51.6 64.5 61.6 63.8 59.9 62.9 66.4 74.0 (↑ 7.6)

FERET

10% 45.8 49.4 62.7 50.9 49.3 64.4 72.2 75.8 (↑ 3.6)
30% 39.5 41.5 60.0 50.3 44.6 57.8 68.6 73.2 (↑ 4.6)
50% 33.9 37.7 59.5 47.2 43.3 51.0 62.7 68.7 (↑ 6.0)
70% 30.8 34.6 56.3 45.6 41.7 48.0 59.2 67.7 (↑ 8.5)
90% 26.1 30.3 53.2 40.4 36.8 42.6 55.4 64.6 (↑ 9.2)

CAS-PEAL

10% 56.1 76.7 73.2 72.6 73.5 79.3 79.2 83.8 (↑ 4.5)
30% 52.0 73.2 70.3 68.4 69.4 76.4 74.6 79.8 (↑ 3.4)
50% 50.3 73.9 67.4 66.5 68.2 74.4 70.6 75.6 (↑ 1.2)
70% 46.2 70.8 64.2 62.6 63.9 69.9 69.2 74.7 (↑ 4.8)
90% 42.7 65.8 61.9 60.3 61.4 66.6 65.2 71.2 (↑ 4.6)

obviously worse than IDGL. The reasons can be twofold. First, the qualities

of the learned prototypes in S3RC are inferior to the ones learned in our IDGL

(see Fig. 5.6). Second, the used variation dictionary in S3RC is simply based

on the one generated by SSRC, which cannot well depict the intra-personal

variations.

4. SGL achieves good performance over five tested datasets, benefiting from the

“learned P + learned V” framework. In contrast, the generic learning CPL

and SVDL perform poorly over five tested datesets, and even obtain worse

results than SSRC in many cases, especially when the contamination ratio is

high. This is because that their variation dictionaries are generated provided

that samples in the enrolment database are standard and thus are no longer

suitable to handle the SSPP-ce FR problem.

5. RHDA performs much better than the patch-based SDMME, and even gets
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Table 5.4: Average recognition rates (%) of different methods on the AR,

E-YaleB, Multi-PIE, FERET and CAS-PEAL benchmark datasets for SSPP-ce FR in

inductive setting. In the brackets, we show the improvement of our IDGL w.r.t.

the second best method in the case.

Enrolment database
Patch-based methods Generic learning methods Our method
SDMME RHDA SSRC SVDL CPL SGL S3RC IDGL

AR

10% 52.5 79.3 84.9 83.1 82.9 84.5 90.9 95.0 (↑ 4.1)
30% 41.0 73.5 79.4 82.1 76.6 76.0 86.5 91.6 (↑ 5.1)
50% 34.9 73.1 74.7 70.7 70.7 74.0 82.8 90.6 (↑ 7.8)
70% 28.1 72.1 70.5 64.7 65.6 70.3 75.8 86.7 (↑ 10.9)
90% 24.6 67.7 68.7 62.3 64.4 68.0 75.1 86.6 (↑ 11.5)

E-YaleB

10% 41.5 68.4 68.5 70.0 63.0 69.9 66.7 76.6 (↑ 6.6)
30% 35.7 61.3 64.6 63.6 58.5 65.1 58.7 72.1 (↑ 7.0)
50% 31.3 60.1 62.2 61.0 56.9 62.2 53.0 71.4 (↑ 9.2)
70% 25.9 55.5 57.8 54.5 50.3 58.2 49.3 67.0 (↑ 8.8)
90% 22.4 54.6 55.7 51.3 49.1 56.4 42.3 65.7 (↑ 9.3)

Multi-PIE

10% 68.7 73.5 72.5 75.7 71.8 74.9 71.7 79.8 (↑ 4.1)
30% 67.4 71.3 70.9 72.0 70.8 73.0 70.3 79.6 (↑ 6.6)
50% 63.5 67.2 68.0 69.8 66.0 69.5 70.1 78.9 (↑ 8.8)
70% 57.2 67.2 65.9 68.3 66.8 68.3 65.5 78.1 (↑ 9.8)
90% 54.1 62.5 65.3 65.6 64.0 66.8 65.6 76.4 (↑ 9.6)

FERET

10% 44.3 60.7 70.1 69.3 62.8 73.6 72.3 79.9 (↑ 6.3)
30% 37.5 50.6 64.2 61.6 53.8 68.0 67.6 73.9 (↑ 5.9)
50% 31.9 43.9 61.6 54.9 48.6 60.1 62.7 69.5 (↑ 6.8)
70% 28.9 39.5 57.5 50.8 46.7 54.5 60.9 68.2 (↑ 7.3)
90% 21.8 31.3 47.5 40.1 36.9 45.7 55.4 63.1 (↑ 7.7)

CAS-PEAL

10% 62.3 83.1 80.9 82.1 78.5 84.4 82.5 88.5 (↑ 4.1)
30% 59.5 79.2 76.6 78.5 76.1 79.4 77.2 82.9 (↑ 3.5)
50% 58.4 76.9 74.1 74.7 70.0 77.5 73.5 79.7 (↑ 2.2)
70% 52.8 71.1 71.5 71.0 68.9 72.8 68.3 78.0 (↑ 5.2)
90% 49.5 67.9 68.1 68.3 68.7 69.6 66.7 75.7 (↑ 6.1)

comparable results to the generic learning SSRC method on AR, E-YaleB, and

CAS-PEAL datasets.

5.4.3 Investigation of the Learned P and Learned V

This subsection investigates the contributions of the learned prototypes and the

learned variation dictionary in IDGL for SSPP-ce FR. To this end, we construct

two typical methods denoted as Proto-IDGL and Dict-IDGL (refer to Subsection

5.4.1), by removing the variation dictionary learning step and the prototype learning

via SSLRR stage in IDGL, respectively. In Proto-IDGL, the variation dictionary

is borrowed from SSRC, while in Dict-IDGL the original enrolment samples are

directly used as the prototypes. Subsequently, we compare the performances of

Proto-IDGL and Dict-IDGL with IDGL for SSPP-ce FR in both transductive and

inductive settings. The experimental settings on the five tested datasets including
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(a) AR (b) E-YaleB

(c) Multi-PIE (d) FERET

(e) CAS-PEAL

Fig. 5.7: Comparison results of Dict-IDGL, Proto-IDGL and IDGL (from left to

right) for SSPP-ce FR on (a) AR, (b) E-YaleB, (c) Multi-PIE, (d) FERET and (e)

CAS-PEAL face datasets.

AR, E-YaleB, Multi-PIE, FEERT and CAS-PEAL follow the protocol in Subsection

5.4.2, and the values of the parameters in IDGL are retained unchanged. To keep a

fair comparison, the parameters λ1, α, β, λ3 in Proto-IDGL are also set as 15, 1, 2,

0.001, respectively, and λ2, λ3 in Dict-IDGL are set to be 0.05, 0.001, respectively.

We show the comparison results of Proto-IDGL, Dict-IDGL and IDGL in Fig. 5.7.

From Fig. 5.7, it is observe that Proto-IDGL achieves better performance than

Dict-IDGL on AR, E-YaleB, Multi-PIE and FERET datasts, and obtains compara-

ble results with Dict-IDGL on CAS-PEAL dataset. This observation indicates that

the prototype learning can play a more critical role compared with the variation
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dictionary learning for SSPP-ce FR. Moreover, the learned variation dictionary also

helps to address the SSPP-ce FR problem, as the integration of Proto-IDGL and

Dict-IDGL, i.e., IDGL, has shown to consistently outperforms either of the Proto-

IDGL and Dict-IDGL in all the cases over five tested datasets. In a nutshell, the

learned prototypes and the learned variation dictionary are complementary to each

other in the learned P + learned V model, and both contribute to the performance

of IDGL for SSPP-ce FR.

5.4.4 Evaluation on Deep Learning-based Features

This subsection includes two experimental parts. In the first part, we compare IDGL

with 6 generic learning methods including ESRC, SSRC, SVDL, CPL, SGL [43] in

Chapter 4, and the state-of-the-art S3RC on FRGC v2.0 dataset, with pixels and

two latest deep learning-based features, i.e., Openface feature [2] and LightenedCNN

feature [71]. For FRGC v2.0 dataset, a subset of 5000 images of 250 persons are

used. The first 200 persons are chosen for evaluation while the rest 50 persons for

generic learning. Then, we test the performances of all the methods, by randomly

selecting one image of each evaluated person as the enrolment sample and selecting

another image from the rest images for recognition. The values of the parameters

in our IDGL and the other 6 generic learning methods are kept the same as that

in Subsection 5.4.2. We repeat the experiment 5 times, and report the average

accuracies of these methods on FRGC v2.0 dataset in Table 5.5.

In the second part, we further compare our IDGL using the LightenedCNN

feature, i.e., IDGL+LightenedCNN, with the recent deep learning-based methods

for SSPP FR including DeepID [55], VGG-face [45], joint and collaborative repre-

sentation with local adaptive convolution feature (JCR-ACF) [79], Center-Loss [67],

and class-level joint representation with regional adaptive convolution feature (CJR-

RACF) [66], on the unconstrained LFW dataset. Following the standard protocol

in [79], we use a subset of 158 persons with no less than 10 images per person from

LFW-a for testing. The first 50 persons are selected for evaluation, while the rest
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Table 5.5: Accuracies (%) of IDGL and the comparing generic learning methods on

FRGC v2.0, with pixels, deep learning-based Openface feature (dimension=128) and

LightenedCNN feature (dimension=256).

Methods ESRC SSRC SVDL CPL SGL S3RC IDGL
Pixels 67.4 69.8 67.8 70.9 76.4 70.4 77.9
Openface 89.6 91.7 92.1 91.6 95.2 93.2 94.5
LightenedCNN 92.1 93.9 93.2 92.4 96.4 94.4 96.7
Average 83.0 85.1 84.4 85.0 89.3 86.0 89.7

Table 5.6: Accuracies (%) of IDGL+LightenedCNN and the other comparing methods

on LFW.
Methods Accuracy (%)
DeepID 70.7
VGG-face 84.7
JCR-ACF 86.0
Center-loss 90.6
CJR-RACF 94.6
SGL+LightenedCNN 93.1
IDGL+LightenedCNN 98.4

108 persons are used for generic learning. The first image of each evaluated person

is selected as the enrolment sample, and the rest 9 images are used for recognition.

For VGG-Face, the outputs from the 34th layer are used as the input features for

the cosine distance-based nearest neighbor classifier. For our IDGL, the values of

λ1, λ2, λ3 and α are kept the same as that in Subsection 5.4.2, while the value of

β is set to be 0.5 in this case. For JCR-ACF, Center-Loss, and CJR-RACF, their

results are reported in accordance with [79, 66]. Moreover, we also present the re-

sult of SGL using the LightenedCNN feature (denoted as SGL+LightenedCNN) for

reference. Table 5.6 lists the recognition results of IDGL+LightenedCNN and the

other six comparing methods on LFW dataset.

From Table 5.5, it is observed that IDGL outperforms the other generic learning

methods with either of the three types of features in almost all cases. Besides, it is

clear that the Openface and LightenedCNN features indeed enhance the performance

of IDGL remarkably compared with raw pixels, again verifying the power of the deep

learning-based features. Moreover, as shown in Table 5.6, IDGL+LightenedCNN

delivers 4.7% improvement over the SGL+LightenedCNN, and performs better than

the other deep learning-based methods including DeepID, VGG-face, Center-Loss,

JCR-ACF and CJF-RACF. The inspiring results in Table 5.5-5.6 offer a feasible way
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to tackle SSPP-ce FR in unconstrained environments by combining IDGL with the

deep learning-based features.

5.5 Summary

This paper has proposed a novel IDGL method to address the limitations in SGL

of Chapter 4, and thus better handling the challenging SSPP-ce FR probem. In

IDGL, a dynamic label feedback network is developed to update proper prototypes

for contaminated enrolment samples iteratively, where both linear and non-linear

variations can be decreased gradually. Moreover, the supplementary information in

query set is effectively employed to enhance the correctness of the learned prototypes.

Besides, IDGL introduces a new “sample-specific” corruptions strategy to learn a

representative variation dictionary from an auxiliary generic set. The experiments

on various benchmark datasets have demonstrated the superiority of IDGL, with

significant improvements over the state-of-the-art counterparts.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In a summary, this chapter draws a conclusion of thesis and show some potential

directions in the future studies.

This thesis focuses on two challenging problems in SSPP FR under complex envi-

ronments, i.e., SSPP-se FR and SSPP-ce FR. SSPP-se FR is the classical SSPP FR

problem studied in the literature provided that each enrolment sample is standard

and variation-free. To address the SSPP-se FR problem, we propose the patch-

based RHDA method to enhance the robustness against complex query variations.

Moreover, SSPP-ce FR is more challenging than SSPP-se FR since the enrolment

samples are collected under more complex environments and can be contaminated by

nuisance variations. In this thesis, we propose two generic learning methods called

SGL and IDGL, respectively, to address the SSPP-ce FR problem. Experiments on

various benchmark datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness of these proposed

methods.

While the problems of SSPP-se FR and SSPP-ce FR have been studied in this

thesis, it still leaves room for future research in SSPP FR field. First, lots of ex-

periments have shown that the performance of patch-based methods (e.g., RHDA)

is sensitive to the size of partitioned patches. Therefore, the automatic selection of

patch size can be an interesting research topic for patch-based methods in SSPP

FR. Second, for generic learning methods, the P+V model in the existing generic

learning methods is directly based on the feature-level operation, which is unable to
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characterize nonlinear combinations. In the future, it is desired to design a code-level

P+V model to operate the nonlinear combinations in a high-level semantic.

Besides, another potential direction for SSPP FR is to exploit the latest genera-

tive adversarial networks (GAN) [49, 23, 92] to synthesize virtual samples of enrol-

ment persons, thus expanding the size of biometric enrolment database. Therefore,

the challenging SSPP FR problem will be degenerated into the simpler MSPP FR

problem. Furthermore, GAN can also be applied to contaminated enrolment face

restoration [17, 31], for better solving the SSPP-ce FR problem. It could remove

complex facial variations and acquire proper neutral prototypes to represent enrol-

ment persons. We will leave the study of the two issues as the future work.

Moreover, matching face images in different modalities based on the SSPP-based

enrolment database can also be an interesting research topic. That is, the biomet-

ric enrolment database (i.e., gallery set) consists of one visible light photograph

for each person, while probe images can be any other modalities like eyewitness

sketches or infrared photos. This problem can be treated as a derivational problem

of SSPP FR but is far more challenging. In this topic, we mainly focus on three

cross-modality scenarios, i.e., viewed/forensic/composite sketch-based SSPP FR,

near infrared (NIR)/thermal infrared (TIR)-based SSPP FR, and low resolution-

based SSPP FR, in the future work.
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Appendices

Appendix A: The Proof of Theorem 4.3.1

Proof. First, according to the relations in Eq. (4.3.7), the feasibility of {Z∗,D∗,E∗}

can be easily verified by

D∗Z∗ + E∗ = D∗W∗ + (A−D∗W∗) = A.

Besides, we can also verify that

(d∗i )
′d∗i = (Urd̂

∗
i )
′Urd̂

∗
i = (d̂

∗
i )
′U′rUrd̂

∗
i = (d̂

∗
i )
′d̂
∗
i = 1.

Next, to prove that {Z∗,D∗,E∗} is optimal to the problem in Eq. (4.3.4), we need

to show that any feasible solutions {Z,D,E} satisfy the inequality:

‖Z‖1 + γ‖E‖2F ≥ ‖Z∗‖1 + γ‖E∗‖2F .

Supposing D can be factorized as D = UrΦ, we have the following inequalities:

‖Z‖1 + γ‖E‖2F = ‖Z‖1 + γ‖ΣrH
′
r −ΦZ‖2F

≥ ‖Z‖1 + γ‖ΣrH
′
r − D̂

∗
Z‖2F

≥ ‖W∗‖1 + γ‖ΣrH
′
r − D̂

∗
W∗‖2F

= ‖Z∗‖1 + γ‖E∗‖2F .
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The second and the third inequalities hold because D̂
∗

and W∗ are the optimal

solutions of the problem in Eq. (4.3.6). The last equality holds because ‖Z∗‖1 =

‖W∗‖1 and ‖E∗‖2F = ‖Ur(ΣrH
′
r − D̂

∗
W∗)‖2F = ‖ΣrH

′
r − D̂

∗
W∗‖2F .
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